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Summary.
The aim of this work is to classify the generic codimension 1 bifurcations of a map 
with symmetry.
Many of the results proved here are analogous to results already proved for vector 
fields, in fact many of the proofs given are straightforward adaptations. However the 
nature of mapping allows for more complicated dynamics to be observed, dynamics which 
have no direct counterparts in the world of continuous flows.
We start the thesis with a review of result for non symmetric maps on IR and IR2. 
We then motivate the introduction of symmetry with a system of identical coupled 
oscillators (simple predator prey models) which exhibit Dn symmetry, Dn is the symmetry 
group of an n-gon. In the next section we make the concept of symmetry more rigorous 
and introduce the language of groups which is a natural way to talk about symmetric 
systems. We also explain why symmetry effects can both complicate problems and the 
methods used to overcome these difficulties.
In the next chapter we prove some useful results about normal forms of symmetric 
mappings, these help in later chapters in the consideration of stability and bifurcation 
directions.
In the last two chapters we describe symmetric Hopf bifurcations, that is 
bifurcations to invariant circles and symmetric subharmonic bifurcations, i.e. bifurcations to 
periodic orbits. Using the spatial symmetries of the group action as well as the temporal 
symmetries which arc introduce by the existence of periodic orbits and invariant circles we 
can predict gcncrically the existence of solutions.
We finish with an example of how these solutions can be calculated and interpreted 
for a physical system.
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Chapter 0
Introduction.
In recent years much work has been devoted to the study of dynamical systems, 
both continuous and discrete (an in depth introduction to this field of study can be found 
in Arrowsmith and Place [19901). The main motivation for this work is the attempt to 
model physical systems with equations which capture the basic structure of the systems, 
whilst remaining simple enough to be tractable. One important area in this field is the 
study of stability of solutions and the types of behaviour expected when these solutions 
become unstable, this is Bifurcation Theory.
In this thesis we extend the ideas of bifurcation theory to the study of symmetric 
maps. There are many physical systems which exhibit almost exact symmetry which we 
would hope to be able to capture in our mathematical model. Furthermore the conditions 
put on certain solutions may produce symmetries not present in the original system.
Many of the results presented here already have analogues for continuous 
systems, i.e. systems governed by differential equations:-
dx/dt»f(x,X)
where
f:IRn x A —»IRn
is a smoothly paramctcrised family of maps (Golubitsky ct al [19881 gives a good 
discussion of these results and was used as a basis for this thesis). However for discrete 
systems, i.e. systems governed by the difference equation
there is no way to directly apply these results. Moreover the dynamics of discrete system 
arc often much richer than for those of a corresponding continuous system, for example 
there is no corresponding continuous concept to that of periodic orbit for a discrete 
dynamical system.
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Although discrete dynamical systems are not directly applicable to the study of 
most physical systems, there are ways to reduce a continuous system of equations to give 
an equivalent discrete system of equations. In addition, as computers become a more and 
more powerful tool in the study of dynamical systems, a better understanding of discrete 
dynamical systems should aid our understanding of how numerical simulations of 
physical systems relate to the actual observed types of behaviour.
This thesis attempts to classify the possible types of bifurcation expected when a 
fixed point of f loses stability. Before continuing we give a brief review of the contents 
of the thesis, indicating the sources use and how the thesis ties in with other related work 
in the field.
Chapter one uses as its main source Whitley [19831 and introduces some useful 
results for maps on IR and IR2 which in subsequent chapter we are able to use for the 
prediction of particular types of solution.
In the second chapter we motivate the introduction of symmetry with a simple 
symmetric system (which has a limited physical interpretation). The system is based on a 
set of n identical discrete predator prey environments (first introduced by Maynard Smith 
[1968]) which arc coupled to create a Dn symmetric system of equations. This coupling 
could represent some migratory effect between consecutive environments. We also give 
some numerical simulations to indicate different possible modes of behaviour.
The third chapter introduces rigorously the idea of symmetric maps and the 
language of groups. It shows how symmetry effects can force the eigenvalues of the 
linearisation of f to have high multiplicity and also how these same symmetries can be 
utilised to reduce the complexity of the problem, in particular the idea of reduction to 
fixed point spaces in which we look for solutions with a predetermined symmetry and the 
use of invariant theory to restrict the form which f can take (these results arc taken from 
Golubitsky cl al [19871). We end this chapter with the statement of the first bifurcation 
results for fixed point bifurcations (Chossat and Golubitsky [1988]) and period doubling
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bifurcations.
Chapter four adapts results of Elphick ct al [1987] and Vanderbauwhede [1989] 
about normal forms of vector fields with symmetry and develops the work of Iooss [1987] 
to give analogous results about normal forms of maps with symmetry to show how they 
can be chosen to make symmetric problems more tractable.
Chapter five is concerned with Hopf type bifurcations, in symmetric maps, that is 
bifurcations from a fixed point of f to an invariant circle of solutions of f. It uses results 
from IR2 and reduction to fixed point spaces to predict invariant circles with certain 
symmetries. The extra symmetry introduced by the presence of an invariant circle can be 
used to find further solutions. A result was given by Chossat and Golubitsky [19881, 
however their proof is unclear and seems to make an assumption which is not necessarily 
true, so here wc have tried to fill in the detail of the proof and show how their assumption 
can possibly not hold, in doing so we prove a slightly weaker result.
The final chapter is entirely the author's own work unless specifically stated. The 
main results are concerned with finding periodic orbits of f. The first shows the existence 
of a map g whose zeros arc in one to one correspondence with period q points of f. It 
uses a Liapunov Schmidt reduction of a mapping F whose zeros correspond with period 
q points of f to give a mapping g with the desired properties. This approach was first 
suggested by Andre Vanderbauwhede and is adapted here to look at maps with symmetry. 
We then use this result to show under what conditions wc can expect to sec periodic 
orbits bifurcating from a fixed point. Wc go on to show how f and g arc related and 
discuss the concept of stability of a periodic point of x. Wc end the chapter with the 
discussion of a particular example, when f commutes with the action of Dn, looking at 
types of solutions expected and their stabilities.
y
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Chapter 1
Review o f diffeomorphisms in R 2.
1.0 Introduction.
Before considering symmetric systems it will be useful to look at the results already 
known concerning bifurcations of maps in IR and IR2 and then see how we can generalise 
them for the study of bifurcations in maps with symmetry. Interested readers can find a 
more thorough discussion of these results in Whitley [19831. Here we give details of the 
main results and outline some of their proofs, specifically those which can be modified to 
prove corresponding symmetric results.
Let f be a parameterised family of smooth mappings from IRn onto itself
f: IRnxA—> IRn.
We denote points in IRn by x and those in A by \  and write fx(x) for f (x, \ ) . 
Definition 1.0.1.
A point Xq is a hyperbolic fixed point of fx if
fX(x0)-x 0
and (dfX)X() has no eigenvalues whose modulus is unity.
If this is the case then IR" can be split into the direct sum of two distinct subspaccs 
Es and Eu, the stable and unstable generalised eigcnspaccs of (dfx)X(). where E, is the 
cigcnspacc corresponding to eigenvalues of modulus less than 1 and Eu that of the 
eigenvalues Whose modulus is greater than 1.
Furthermore, in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of x(), there exist two distinct 
submanifolds of IRn, Ws and Wu the stable and unstable manifolds, where xe Ws if
4
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Lirrin-^x, fix.X.) * xQ and x£ Wu if L im ^^  f~n (x,X)= xQ. These manifolds have the same 
dimension as Es and Eu respectively and at xQ Ws is tangent to Es and Wu is tangent to Eu.
As we alter the parameter X we change the position of the eigenvalues, hence it is 
possible for f^ to become non hyperbolic. At such values f^ will be structurally unstable 
and we should expect to see a bifurcation occurring. To simplify matters we can use a 
centre manifold reduction of f which gives a map equivalent to f on the centre manifold of f 
at Xq in IRn.
We now restrict our attention to a two parameter family A. Generically a two 
parameter family of maps can be non hyperbolic in a variety of ways;
(a) an eigenvalue equals 1,
(b) an eigenvalue equals -1,
(c) a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues equal e±2lti0,
(d) an eigenvalue 1 has algebraic multiplicity two,
(e) an eigenvalue -1 has algebraic multiplicity two,
(0 an eigenvalue equals 1 and an eigenvalue equals -1,
(g) two complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues lie on the unit circle at c±2,ti0 and
e±2’ti<P,
(h) an eigenvalue equals 1 and a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues equal e±2,t'0,
(i) an eigenvalue equals -1 and a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues equal e±2,t'0.
This thesis will concentrate mainly on case (c) but we will also give in this chapter 
an idea of what kind of bifurcations would be expected in the cases (a) and (b), these arc 
strictly codimension one problems but we need the second parameter in order that all of the 
dynamics of the solutions in case (c) can be observed. In cases (d)-(i) we sec complex 
behaviour due to the interaction between the different eigenvalue modes which arc beyond 
the scope of this thesis.
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1.1. Maps of the line.
In cases (a) and (b) a centre manifold reduction implies we can see the full range of 
dynamics by considering f as simply a one parameter family of maps from IR to IR in which 
(d f^ )Xo has eigenvalue equal to either 1 or -1. We can further assume without loss of 
generality that xQ = 0 and that X0 = 0.
Under these assumptions we can describe the type of behaviour expected in the 
form of the following propositions.
Proposition 1.1.1. (the fold bifurcation)
Let f be a one parameter family of C2 maps satisfying
(a) f(0,0)-0, (b) Of/dx)(0,0)«l, (c) O2f/3x2)(0,0)>0,
(d) @f/a*.)(0,0)>0.
Then there are intervals (Xj.O) and (0,X2) such that
(i) If X.e(Xj,0) then f^ has two fixed points in the neighbourhood of 0, one stable the 
other unstable.
(ii) If Xe (O.X^ then f^ has no fixed points in the neighbourhood of 0.
Note
Reversing inequalities (c) or (d) simply reverses the occurrence of (i) and (ii).
Proposition 1.1.2. (the flip bifurcation)
Let f be a one parameter family of C3 maps satisfying 
(a) f(0,0)-0, (b) Of/0x)(O,O)--l.
Then there is a unique branch of fixed points x(X) for X small. If in addition 
(c) (32f/3x3X)(0,0)>0 and (d) O 3f/0x3)(O,O)<O.
Then there arc intervals (Xj,0) and (0,X2) such that
(i) If Xe(X],0) then f^ has one unstable fixed point and one stable period two orbit in
Chapter 1 Diffcomorphisms on IR^
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the neighbourhood of 0.
(ii) If Xe (0,X2) then f^ has a single stable fixed point in the neighbourhood of 0 and no 
period two orbits.
Note
Changing inequality (c) changes the stability of the fixed point solutions, while 
changing (d) effects the stability of the period two orbit, either change will reverse the 
interval in which the period two orbit lies.
Often there are restrictions put on the class of maps which may effect the gcnericity 
conditions of the previous propositions. Most commonly the restriction seen is that the 
origin is fixed for all parameter values (a common assumption in many physical 
phenomena) giving, rather than the fold bifurcation, the transcritical bifurcation described in 
the proposition below.
Proposition 1.1.3.(the transcritical bifurcation)
Let f be a one parameter family of C2 maps satisfying
(a) f(0,X)-0, (b) t)f/3x(0,0)-l, (c) 32f/dx2(0,0)>0,
(d) d2f/dxdk(0,0)>0.
Then f has a unique branch of fixed point solutions x(X), for X small, bifurcating from 0. 
The origin is stable for X<0 and unstable for X>0 while the solutions on the bifurcating 
branch have the opposite stability.
Again reversing inequality (d) reverses the stabilities of the solutions.
Another commonly occurring restriction is that of symmetry, such as when f is an 
odd function. Merc we must have a trivial solution x -0  for all X, but we cannot apply the 
previous proposition since the symmetry forces 32f/<)x2(0,0)»0. Instead we arrive at the 
followingstatcment.
Chapter 1 Diffcomorphisms on R2 1.1 Maps of the line,
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1.2 Maps of the plane.
Proposition 1.1.4.(the pitchfork bifurcation)
Let f be a one parameter family of C3 maps satisfying 
(a) f(0,X)=0, (b) 9f/9x(0,0)-l, (c) 93f/9x3(0,0)<0,
(d) 92f/9x9X(0,0)>0.
Then there are intervals (X.j,0) and (0,k2) such that
(i) If X.e(Xj,0) then f^ has only one stable fixed point at the origin, in the 
neighbourhood of the origin
(ii) If XeCO,^) then f^ has three fixed points in the neighbourhood of the origin, the 
origin which is unstable and a branching pair of solutions, x(X) and -x(X), which are 
stable.
Chapter 1 Diffcomorphisms on IR2
This proposition gives some idea of the problems associated with the introduction 
of symmetry. For example.gencrically the stability determining terms of the solution are 
forced by the symmetry to be of higher order than they otherwise would be. We shall come 
across similar difficulties throughout ourdiscussion of symmetric bifurcations.
1.2. Maps of the plane.
When a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues crosses the unit circle at e±2,tl0 we 
see much richer behaviour than that in the previous section. The centre manifold of f has 
dimension at least two and so wc must consider the reduced form of f to be a map on the 
plane. Furthermore the dynamics of the map arc very delicate and require the two 
parameters to capture it fully, whereas the bifurcations in section one really only require one 
parameter to see the full dynamics.
In general if 0 f  wc will sec a branch of invariant circles
bifurcating from the fixed point, a Ilopf bifurcation, and if in addition 6 -  p/q p.qcZ wc 
expect, in some specific region of parameter space, to sec on this invariant circle two orbits
8
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We start this section with the statement of the Hopf bifurcation theorem.
Theorem 1.2.1. (Hopf Bifurcation theorem)
Let fx be a smooth one parameter family of maps of IR2 with a fixed point at zero 
for all X satisfying
(a) (dfx)0 ^as eigenvalues s(X)c±2,tieM  with s(0)=l,
(b) ds/dXJ^_Q>0 (this says the eigenvalues cross the unit circle with non zero speed),
(c) c±2iti0(O) js not an root Qf unjty for m=l, 2, 3, 4.
Then there is a smooth X-dependant change of coordinates taking fx into the form
fx(X)=gx(X)+0(IX |5)
and there arc smooth functions a and b so that in polar coordinates 
gx(r.<p) -  ( s(X)r-a(X)r3,<p+0(X)+b(X)r2).
Moreover if a(0)>0 (a(0)<0) for sufficiently small positive (negative) X, fx has an attracting 
(repclling)invariantcircle.
We say the bifurcation is supercritical if the circle exists for positive X and 
subcritical if it exists for negative X.
Sketch of the proof (taken from Whitley (19831)
We derive a proof for the supercritical case. In the subcritical case the proof 
follows along the same lines. Condition (b) means we can use a smooth change of 
coordinates in parameter space to express the eigenvalues as (l+X)e±2m°M.
Next by a successive polynomial change in coordinates we can bring fx into the
form
'' fx(z) -  (l+X)e2"i0<*>z+a(X)z2z+P(X)z4+O( I z I 5 ) 
where (l(X)-O if 50(0) is not an integer (this is the normal form of fx sec chapter four for a 
more detailed description of normal forms).
Chapter 1 Diffcomorphisms on Ft2
of period q points.
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Letting z=rei<P and fjl(z)=Rc‘‘*> we get
and
R = (1 +X)r+a3(X)r3+a4(X)r4+0(r5)
<D = (fH-0(>.)+b2(>.)r2+b3(>..(p)r3+O(r4).
Truncating R at order 3 we see there is an invariant circle given by
-a 3(X)
X
and since the untruncated R is only a slight perturbation of this we would expect that it also 
has an invariant circle. To show this we make a further change in coordinates
where Xj and <J>j arc smooth in x, «p and X fori x I £ 1, (pe[0, 2n ] and X small.
Next, for each X small, we look for an f^ invariant manifold of the form M -  { x -  
u(tp)} where
(i) u is 2n periodic,
(ii) l u l S l
(iii) For all (p,, <p2e (R
if 50(0) + 1
or if 50(0) -  1
where a=-a3 and g is 2tc/ 5 periodic and solves
This means that f^ is now in the form
X -  (l-2X)x + X3/2X,(x,«p,X) 
O -  <p + 0(X) + X3/2<b,(x,«p,X)
10
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I uitpjJ-uitpj) I S I <pr tp2 I .
The set U of all u satisfying these properties is a complete metric space with metric
d(uj, u2) -  sup I u1(tp)-u2(«p) I .
It can be shown that f^ maps U onto itself and further that the map restricted to U is 
in fact a contraction and thus by the contraction mapping theorem there is a unique fixed 
point u* in U which is precisely the invariant circle required in the proof. Stability follows 
immediately since f^ is a contraction onto this invariant circle.
Remark
The majority of the proof lies within this last paragraph and has only been outlined 
since it is somewhat technical.
Now we have an invariant circle we would like to look at the dynamics of f upon 
this circle. It has been shown (see Whitley[1983]) that gcncrically we should expect to see 
periodic orbits upon the circle.
We let X -  Qi,v) be the two dimensional parameter space and let the eigenvalues of 
(df^)0 be e±2,liP/(l, two parameters arc required in order that we can discuss fully the 
dynamics of the invariant circle. To simplify matters we can assume the map from 
parameter space to this pair of eigenvalues is non singular and thus we can rcparameterisc 
so the eigenvalues arc of the form
(l+H)e±i«2,tPAl)+v).
Thus in the previous Hopf theorem, bifurcation would occur as n passed through the v axis 
in parameter space. The following theorem in addition asserts that upon the invariant circle 
there exist a pair of periodic orbits for parameter values lying within a narrow cuspcd 
region.
4
Theorem 1.2.2. (Subharmonic Bifurcation Theorem)
Let f^ be a smooth two parameter family of maps of IR2 such that for all X,«(n,v) in 
a neighbourhood U of 0:
Chapter 1 Diffcomorphisms on R 2
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(i) fai,v)(0)=0 for all (|I,V )G  U,
(ii) Wf(n,v))o has a comP*ex conjugate pair of eigenvalues s(n,v)e±l0^l,v) with s(0,0)=l 
and 0(O,O)=2jrp/q, with hcf(p,q)=l and q£5,
(iii) the map (n,v) —» s(^,v)el0^ 1’v) is non singular for n=v=0.
Then there is a smooth reparameterisation so that near p.=v=0
s(n ,v)-l+n
and 0(|i,v)=(2np/q)+v
and a smooth change in coordinates taking f ^  vj into the form
U . )  -  (l+M)ei<(2l'P/q>+V* + + i W '  + CHUI q ) (2.1)
m-1
which in polar coordinates, z=rel<*\ f(n,V)=Rei<t> gives 
[ ( q - 2}/2  1
R = (l+p)r + 2 l a2m+1(^’V)r2'n+1 + b^.v.tpjr4' 1 + 0(rq) 
m-1
and
1 ( q - 2 )/2 1
C> = tp + —  + v + 2 ^  c2m(^ ’v)r2m + d( .^V.«p)r4 2 + Oír4' 1).
^ m-1
where [ . . .  ] represents the integer part o f . . . .  the functions P, b, d and all a's, a's and c's 
are smooth in n and v for all (ji,v)eU and b and d arc of the form
A(n,v)cos(q((>+V(n,v)).
For all (H,v)e U with p>0 (or n<0 respectively) f^, has an attracting (repelling) invariant 
circle if a3 -  a3(0,0)<0 (a3>0).
Furthermore, if P=P(0,0)¿0 and C2"C2(0,0)¿0 then the map has two orbits of 
period q points alternately around the circle, one stable the other unstable, provided the
parameter values p. and v lie within a narrow tongue in the parameter plane whose
v
boundaries arc given by
12
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Proof (Whitley [19831)
The existence and stability of the invariant circle comes via the direct application of 
the Hopf theorem from earlier in the chapter, however to establish the dynamics on this 
invariant circle it is convenient to adapt this proof slightly. Again in complex notation and 
successive polynomial change in coordinates we can put f^ into the form (2.1), the normal 
form of f^, which has the desired polar form. We restrict our attention, as in the proof of 
the Hopf theorem, to the supercritical case (when a3<0). Truncating R at order q-1 look 
for an invariant circle R=r that is
where hj -  fcjin.vl/ajfn.v) and h(n,v,«p) -  dfii.v.tpJ/ajfn.v)^-2)/2,
Next we make a coordinate change similar to that for the Hopf theorem when 
50(O)-1. Defining the new coordinate x by x ■ g(n,v,<p)+)lfx where 0<Y<l/2 and
which has a unique positive solution
*  2 Tip ' V 2 '
°  = <p+ a + v + 2 -' in _ 1
<t> = <p + — -
m-l
13
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Fig 1.1 Diagram showing solutions of v+Zhmjim -  hip.v.tp)^^"2^ 2.
For the stability of these two orbits note that the derivative of f^  ^  on the invariant circle 
with respect to <p is
fW <Pi(H.v)) = 1 + h'^ftPi V q-2)/2 + 0(p^2+y-l)
and from the diagram it is clear to see that the derivative of h ^  has opposite signs for tpj° 
and <p2° and thus these point and those sufficiently close to them will have opposite 
stabilities and our proof is complete.
Remark
If this two parameter family has a one parameter family embedded in it. Changing 
the parameter moves us along a path in the (n,v) plane which will typically intersect 
infinitely may of these tongues close to the bifurcation point. Therefore we should expect 
to see many large period periodic orbits on the invariant circle soon after the Hopf 
bifurcation.
We end this chapter with a useful result that can be used to compute where the 
bifurcations above will occur and also the regions in which maps will remain stable. It uses 
a coordinate independent system to determine this stability, namely the trace and
15
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determinant of the linearisation of the map.
Lemma 1.2.3.
A fixed point x of a map f from IR2 to IR2 is asymptotically stable if and only if the 
trace Tr and determinant Det of (df)x satisfy the following inequalities:
i) -2 < Tr < 2,
ii) -(1+Det) < Tr < 1+Det,
iii) Det < 1.
That is in the ( Tr , De t ) plane ( T r , D e t ) lie within the shaded triangle in the 
diagram below.
Proof
A fixed point x of f is asymptotically stable if the eigenvalues of the linearisation of 
f around x lie within the unit circle (sec Arrowsmith and Place Theorem 2.2.1 for an exact 
statement of the theorem).
Let «
a b
c d
16
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be the linearisation of f around x.
The eigenvalues of this map are the solutions of
a-X. b
det
d-X
i.e. ad - (a+d)X+X2-  be=0
or X2-Tr X+Det»0
where Tr = a+d is the trace of (df)x and Det = ad-bc is the determinant of (df)x and its 
solutions are given by
„ Tt± \ I Tr2- 4Det
If x is an asymptotically stable fixed point then the eigenvalues of (df)x have 
modulus less than unit and we split the proof into two part 
a) X j.X ^R and 1>XjSX2>-1.
Since the eigenvalues are real then
Tr2-4Det20
or Tr2^4Det.
Furthermore we have the inequalities
Tr + V(Tr2-4Dct) < 2
and Tr -  V(Tr2-4Dct) > -2
i.e. V(Tr2-4Dct) < 2-Tr
and V(Tr2-4Det) < 2+Tr.
Since we arc considering the positive root we immediately get inequality (i) -2 < Tr < 2 
and since Tr2 2 4Dct we have (iii) Det < 1. Squaring both sides of the above inequalities 
gives v
and
Tr2-4Dct < 4-4Tr+Tr2 
Tr2-4Det < 4+4Tr+Tr2
17
\or Tr < 1+Det
and Tr > -(1+Det)
so we have inequality (ii). 
b) X-j.X e^lC and Xj, are conjugate.
Firstly note for non real eigenvalues
Tr2 < 4Det (and hence Det > 0).
Observe also that I X.jl 2= I X.2 12=XjX.2=Det, hence we need Det < 1 
i.e. Tr2 < 4
or -2  < Tr < 2.
'Furthermore
2Det < 1+Det2
since Det < 1 and Det < Det2. Hence
Tr2<4Dct <l+2Det+Det2=(l+Dct)2 
or -(1+Det) < Tr < 1+Det
and the forward proof is complete.
In the other direction we start by assuming the inequalities
i) -2  < Tr < 2.
ii) -(1+Dct) < Tr < 1+Det < 2.
iii) Det < 1
Again we consider the two cases of complex and real eigenvalues, 
a) The eigenvalues arc real (i.e.Tr2 S 4Dct).
From inequality (ii) we have
-(4+Dct) < 4Tr < 4+4Det
or Tr2-4Det < Tr2+4Tr+4-(Tr+2)2
and « Tr2-4Dct < Tr2-4Tr+4-(Tr-2)2
which gives
V(Tr2-4Dct) < I Tr+2 I
Chapter 1 Diffcomorphisms on IR2 1.2 Maps of the plane.
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and V(Tr2-4Det) < 1 Tr-2 1 since Tr2-4Det i  0.
Now inequality (i) says -2 < Tr < 2 i.e.
Tr+2 > 0
and Tr-2 < 0
thus
V(Tr2-4Det) < Tr+2
and V(Tr2-4Det) < 2-Tr.
Hence Tr+V(Tr2-4Det) < 2
and Tr-V(Tr2-4Det) < -2.
b) The eigenvalues arc complex conjugate (i.c.Tr2 < 4Det).
Again I Xj I = I X2 I = = Dct, but 0 <Tr2 < 4Dct and from inequality (iii)
Det < 1
and so we are done.
From a simple consideration of this proof we sec that the three sides to this triangle 
represent the three possible types of bifurcation. If Tr=l+Dct then we have an eigenvalue 
at 1 which corresponds to a fold bifurcation, if Tr=-(1+Dct) we have an eigenvalue at -1 
corresponding to a flip bifurcation and finally if Dct=l then we have a complex conjugate 
pair of eigenvalues e±i0 on the unit circle which will give a Hopf bifurcation. Moving 
along the line Dct « 1 from Tr « -2 to Tr « 2 we will expect to sec all possible values of 0 
and thus solutions exhibiting all possible periods.
This ends our discussion of diffcomorphisms in IR and IR2. We shall sec in later 
chapters how some of the ideas from this chapter may be adapted when symmetry is 
introduced into the system, but first we motivate the development of symmetry via a simple 
example.
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Chapter 2
A Motivating Example W ith Symmetry.
2.0 Introduction.
Before going on to discuss the effects of symmetry we give an example of how 
symmetries can arise in naturally occurring phenomenon. We introduce a discrete predator 
prey system of equations (which has been discussed in detail in Maynard Smith [1968]) 
and show by adding a simple linear coupling between identical sets of these systems we 
generate a system which exhibits Dn symmetry and further we show how steady state and 
periodic solutions of this set of equations can have less symmetry than the original 
problem.
2.1 A discrete predator prey system without symmetry.
Consider a model for a single species in an environment which can support a 
population Xg. We have
Xn+1 -  X„ -  r
<XE-Xn>
where r is the rate of unrestrained population growth (i.e. rate of growth if only a small 
number of the species existed or the environment could support an infinitely large 
population). This is multiplied by (XE-X n)/X E which reflects the effect of the 
environmental limiting factors on growth (that is the growth rate is positive if Xn < XE and 
negative if Xn > XE).
Hence
t x I
Xn+l - ( l + r >Xn -  x ~a E
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We now introduce a predator. Each predator can consume an amount of the above 
species proportional to the amount which exists (the more prey the greater the likelihood of 
encounter between predator and prey, hence the more prey each predator consumes). So the 
model must be adjusted to take this into account and we have
where a is a constant of proportionality which indicates the proficiency of the predator at 
hunting.
Assume also that the number of predators which exist in the next generation is 
proportional to the amount of prey consumed in the previous one (i.e. the predator turns 
food into offspring) we then get
r, XE, a > 0
Yn+l = A X nY„ A > 0.
We now need to find equilibria of this system, that is (Xs, Ys) where
( 1)
and Ys = AXsYs ( 2).
Giving three fixed points
(0,0), (XE , 0) and ( , ^(1 -  -^ i - ) ) .
For the linearisation of the equations around (0,0) we get
xn+l f l+r  0l  xn
yn+i L 0 °J yn
+ h.o.t
where
v
which is unstable for all r > 0.
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The linearisation around the fixed point (XE,0) gives
n+1
yn+i
l - r  -aXE 
0 AXf
where X„ -  XE +x„, Yn -  yn 
This is stable for 0 < r<  2 andAXE < l .  
Finally for the linearisation around
+ h.o.t
(J_ L(i __ L
VA a AX
we get
( l + r
2r
xn+l UÌ
X<1
yn+i = T < >
1
AXC
AX, »  xn - T yn " aV n X,
where
Xn = Xs + x n ’ Yn - Ys +  yn and (Xs’YS> “  <*"■
or
'n+1 
^n+1
1-
A X C
a
X
+ h.o.t.
We would now like to consider the stability of the fixed point and to do that we use 
Lemma 1.2.3 which relates the stability of a fixed point to the trace and determinant of df. 
It state that a fixed point is stable if (Tr, Det) the trace and determinant of the linearisation of 
the map around the fixed point lie within the triangle in (Tr, Det) plane determined by the 
three equations Det » 1, Tr -  Dct+1 and Tr ■ -(Dct+1). Two straightforward calculations 
yield
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Tr -  2-r/AXg
and Det = l+r-2r/A X E.
Hence for the fixed point to be stable we need:
(i) Det < 1
or r < 2r/AXE
and since r > 0 we must have AXE < 2.
(ii) Tr < Det+1
that is -r/A X E < r-2r/AXE
or r/AXE < r
and again since r > 0 we need AXE > 1.
(iii) Tr > -(Det+1)
that is 4 > 3r/AXE-r
or 4 > r(3-AXE)/AXE
and since in the interval 1 < AXE < 2
(3-AXe)/AXe > 0
we need
r < 4AXe/ ( 3-AXe).
Fig 2.1 The shaded area is the region of stability of the fixed point.
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From the discussion at the end of chapter 1 we see that there are three ways to lose 
stability corresponding to fold, flip and Hopf bifurcations. If AXE -  1 we expect a 
transcritical bifurcation and to see a new branch of fixed points close to our original fixed 
point. If r = 4AXE/(3-A X E) we expect a branch of period two points bifurcating from 
our original fixed point. Finally if AXE = 2 we will see a Hopf type bifurcation. 
Furthermore if Tr = 2cos2ttp/q also then the complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues will be 
e±2nip/q so on (he invariant circle we will see two branches of period q orbits alternately 
stable and unstable provided the eigenvalues exit the unit circle in the region defined in the 
statement of Theorem 1.2.2.
2.2 Coupled symmetric predator prey systems.
The next thing we must do is to introduce some symmetries into our system and we 
do this by simply coupling identical oscillators with a linear coupling thus.
Let (X^Y1) , (X2,Y2) , . .  . (Xn,Yn) be n pairs of predator and prey in identical 
environments (’islands') each governed by the equations discussed before
i i r (x ! /  i i
X „*1 -  (r+l)Xn -  " - aX Yn+l '  '  n y n n
a e
y ‘ -  a x ' y 'n+1 n n
Add identical linear coupling (modelling some form of migration) between adjacent 
'islands’, i.e.
r ( x S 2__i . ‘ v n' ..i _,i ,„ i - l  , , i , ...i+l „1 ,
Xn+1 " (r + 1)Xn -----x -------aXnYn + s(Xn "Xn) + s(Xn " XnJ
A E
+ - y „) + s(y 1+1- y ‘)
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and
Q
s 0 
0 s ‘
We will consider here the case where m = 3. So we have 3 identical coupled 
environments, Ej, E2 and E3, clearly these exhibit Dj symmetry where the flip takes 
Ej«—*E3 and Ej to itself and the rotation takes Ej-rEj-^Ej-tEj. So we have
M
P Q Q 
Q P Q 
Q Q P
Given a matrix of this form we can calculate its eigenvalues, in terms of P and Q. This idea 
is used by Golubitsky ct al [19871 in the discussion of coupled non linear oscillators and 
can be generalised easily to m > 3.
The two dimensional vector space of IR6 consisting of vectors of the form [v,v,v]T, 
ve IR2 is invariant under M thus
P Q Q V (P+2Q)v" w
Q P Q V = (P+2Q)v = w
Q Q P V (P+2Q)v w
so if v is an eigenvector of P+2Q with eigenvalue X, that is (P+2Q)v = Xv, then [v.v.vF is 
an eigenvector of M with eigenvalue X.
Complexifying from IR6 to C6 (or more generally from IRkm to Ckm) we consider 
the subspaccs Vj «{[v, c2,t'/ 3v, e4,li/3v]T:velR2} and V2 ■ {[v, c4,li/3v, e2,l'/ 3v]T:ve IR2} 
and show that these too arc invariant under the action of M. Using similar calculations to 
those above we have
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V (P-Q)v
M
2ici/3
c  V « 2ra/3(P-Q)e V
4ici/3
C V
4jci/3 
(P-Q)e v
V (P-Q)v
M
4 ici/3 
C V * ,D r\\ 4 ,ti/3(P-Q)e v
2ici/3 c V  ^ 2 iti/3 (P-Q)e v
So if A is an eigenvalue of P-Q with eigenspace v thenV (P-Q)v ‘ Av '
M
2ici/3 e v - (P-Q)e2,0/3v - ,  2>ii/3 Ave
4jci/3
C V (P-Q)e4,li/3v ,  4m/3 Avc
V (P-Q)v ' Av '
M
4ici/3C V = (P-Q)c4m/3v = ,  4 ici/3 Ave
2ni/3 e v (P-Q)c2,l,/3v ,  2ni/3 Ave
So the eigenvalues of P+2Q are eigenvalues of M with multiplicity one and the eigenvalues 
of P-Q arc eigenvalues of M with multiplicity two (the high multiplicity of this eigenvalue 
is a result of the symmetry in the system as was discussed in the introduction).
In general Ckm decomposes into m invariant subspaccs Vq, . . .  ,Vm_j where 
Vj -  {[v, c2nii/mv, e4ni.i/mv.........c2(m-l)iDj/mv]T. ve)Rlcj
and for VjE Vj a calculation similar to those above shows that 
Mvj -  (P+2cos(2nj/m)Q)Vj
thus if A. is an eigenvalue of (P+2cos(2nj/m)Q) then it is an eigenvalue of M also and since
\cosine is an even function these eigenvalues come in pairs unless j = 0 or m/ 2  (j ■ m/ 2  
only if m is even).
Returning to the case where m = 3 we need to find the eigenvalues of P+2Q and 
P-Q and thus determine the regions of stability via Lemma 1.2.3. First we see that
a
X
1
which is the linearisation of the single predator prey system with no symmetry. Thus we 
get the same stability results as before, namely stability in the region indicated in fig 2 .1 . 
Next we compute P-Q
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1--TTT— -3S a
a x e A
Ar 1
a x e > l-3 s
In order to find the regions of stability and use Lemma 1.2.3. we must calculate the trace 
and determinant of this matrix. We find
Tr -  2-6s-r/A X E
and Det -  l-6s+9s2+r+(3s-2)r/AXE.
First we note that for stability we need Tr > -2 and hence unless s < 2/3 the system will 
always be unstable for all values of r and AXE. So throughout we shall assume s < 2/3.
For the fixed point to be stable we need:
(i) Det < 1
or r(2-3s-AXE)/AXE > 9s2-6s.
For 0 < AXe < 2-3s we have
r > (9s2-6s)AXe/(2 -3 s-AXe)
but this is trivially true since r is positive and the right hand side of the inequality is 
negative.
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\For AXe > 2-3s we have
r < (9s2-6s)AXe/(2-3s-AXe).
(ii) Tr < Det+1
thatis (l-3s-A X E)r/AXE < 9s2.
Again there are two regions of interest, for 0 < AXE < 1 -3s 
r < 9s2AXe/(1-3s-AXe) 
and AXe > l-3 s  in which case
r> 9 s 2AXE/(l-3 s-A X E) 
which is trivially always true.
(iii) Tr > -(Det+1)
or (3-3s-AXE)r/AXE < (3s-2)2
when 0 < AXE < 3-3s this needs
r < (3s-2)2AXE/(3-3s-A X E) 
and when AXE > 3-3s
r > (3s-2)2AXE/(3-3s-A X E) 
which for r > 0 is always true.
Thus the Fixed point is stable for values of AXE and r within the intersection of the 
following sets
{o < AXe < l-3s, 0 < r < 9s2AXE/(l-3 s-A X E)}u{AXE > l-3 s, r > o},
{o < AXe < 2-3s, r > o}u{AXE > 2-3s, 0 < r < (9s2-6s)AXE/(2-3s-A X E)},
{O < AXE < 3-3s, 0 < r < (3s-2)2AXE/(3-3s-A X E)}u{AXE > 3-3s, r > o}.
We get a clearer picture of where stability occurs by graphing these curves and seeing what 
the stable area looks like.
Plotting for s ■ 1/6 and s -  1/12 in Fig 2.2, we get some idea of what will happen 
as s-»0 in parameter space (r, AXE). By looking at these examples it is clear to sec that as s 
gets smaller the region of stability begins to resemble that of the non-couplcd simple 
oscillators we had originally.
Chapter 2 An Example with Symmetry 2.2 Coupled Symmetric Systems.
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S = l/ 6 t-
As we saw before there arc three possible ways to lose stability:
i) some \  becomes greater than 1 ,
ii) some \  becomes less than - 1 ,
30
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iii) a pair of eigenvalues which are complex conjugate exit the unit circle.
On the diagrams on the previous page these three refer respectively to leaving the 
stable region through:
i) The line
r = 9s2AXe/(1-3s-AXe),
ii) The line
r = (3s-2)2AXe/(3-3s-AXe),
iii) The line
r -  (9s2-6s)AXe/(2-3s-AXe).
From the first of these we might expect to see bifurcating branches of fixed point solutions 
of the original equation, from the second branches of period two orbits and from the third 
Hopf bifurcation to branches of invariant circles (the symmetry will imply that more than 
one solution bifurcates in any particular case). However it is possible for the fixed point to 
lose stability via eigenvalues of P+2Q or P-Q passing through the unit circle. In the next 
section we discuss how the eigenvalues from the two different cases P+2Q and P-Q 
correspond to different actions of D3 and hence give different types of solution.
2.3 Modes of behaviour for different solutions.
We first look in which regions of (AXE, r) parameter space which eigenvalues 
become unstable. In Fig 2.3 we superimpose upon the stability diagram of the P-Q 
eigenvalues (for s - 1/6) the diagram for the eigenvalues of P+2Q.
As we sec from the diagram the fixed point bifurcation arises only from eigenvalues 
of P+2Q crossing the unit circle (as AXE crosses the line AXE « 1 ) . The period 2 
instability, however arises only from the eigenvalues of P-Q crossing the unit circle (or r 
crossing the line (3s-2)2AXE/(3-3s-A X E)).
The invariant circle instability can arise from cither set of eigenvalues. If AXE < 2
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otherwise it is from the eigenvalues of P+2Q (as AXE crosses the line AXE = 2).
Fig 2.3 Regions of stability of the fixed point showing the possible ways of losing stability.
Given that we have a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues we would like to know 
at what value of (AXE, r) will we see the eigenvalues cross the unit circle at e±l0.
For this to be the case we must be on the line
or on the line
Along the line AXE -  2 the eigenvalues which cause the loss of stability are those that 
come from P+2Q so are equal to
0 1 2 3
I I unstable 
KVl trivial instability
V 7 \ non trivial instability 
E 3  stable
for 0< r £ 4-6s.
(i.e. X with AXe -  2)
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or X = l - L ± L j T2 - 8r 4 4
but since 0 < r < 4
thus
r ^ r  < 0
»■ -  1 - 4 * 4't J  8' - ' 2
and so if X = cos0+isin0
then cos0 = l- r /4 .
Hence if AXE = 2 and r = 4(l-cos0) there will be a complex conjugate pair of 
eigenvalues of P+2Q on the unit circle at e±l0. Since for AXE = 2 the possible values of r 
are 0 < r < 4-6s, we can leave the unit circle for any value of 0 from 0 to cos_13s/2.
Along the line
(9s2-6s)AXe
2-3s-AXc
the eigenvalues come from the P-Q component and are equal to
(3s-2)2+(3s-1)2AXe ± 9s2-6s)(2AXE +3s -4)(2AXe+3s-2)
4-6s-2AXr
Since the root is again negative in the area of consideration, we have X = cos0±isin0 where
C O S 0  - (3s-2) +2(3s-1)AXe 4-6S-AX,.
So rearranging gives
a x e - 4cos0-6scos0-(3s-2)6s -2+2cos0
and
r -  (3s-2)2 + 6scos0 - 4cos0.
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Thus for (4-3s)/2 < AXE < 2 and
(9s2-6s)AXe
2-3s-AXe
a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues of P-Q are equal to e±ie where 0 is such that cos0 
solves
Thus we can choose cos0 in the range from -1 ( if AXE = (4-3s)/2) to -3 s/2  ( if AXE = 
2) and hence 0 in the range cos '(-3s/2 ) < 0 < it. So in the complex eigenvalue plane we 
have
Fig 2.4 Diagram showing how and where eigenvalues can become unstable.
We notice immediately that for s 0 we will not get eigenvalues crossing the unit 
circle at ±i from either P+2Q or P-Q, thus we will not sec a branch of period 4 
bifurcations emanating from the fixed point.
We now go on to discuss the difference between a loss of stability via the P+2Q 
eigenvalues and those of the P-Q eigenvalues. To do this we must return to where the 
eigenvalues actually came from.
We recall that the vector [v,v,v]T is invariant under the action of M and the
(3s-2)2+2(3s-1)AXe
Eigenvalue here occurs a 
4cos<p-6scos<p-(3
6 s - 2 + 2 c o s 9
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eigenvalues from P+2Q have eigenvectors of this form. Further we note that the action of 
D3 leaves this vector subspace fixed so we would expect the symmetry of the coupled 
system to remain unchanged, that is all three environments would behave in an identical 
fashion.
However the eigenvalues from P-Q with eigenvector v have corresponding 
eigenvectors for M of the form
v
±2jti/3 
e v
±4xi/3 
e v
Clearly D3 acts upon this vector subspace in a non trivial way and thus we would expect 
the bifurcating solution not to be identical in all three environments. In the forthcoming 
chapters we show that for the flip bifurcation (an eigenvalue at - 1 ) solutions will exist in 
which two environments exhibit the same period two behaviour whilst the other 
environment will be different and there will also be a solution in which two environment 
exhibit the same periodic behaviour but out of phase and the third will again be different. 
TheHopf bifurcation has solutions of a similar type and in addition a further solution in 
which the three environments are out of phase by 2rc/3.
We end this chapter with a few of numerical simulation of this system to show the 
different types of solution which we hope to see.
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2.4 Some Numerical Simulations.
In this section we have used kaos, a computer package for running dynamical 
systems, to'implcmcnt the system of three coupled oscillators. We try to give a feel of the 
types of behaviour we would expect with the diagrams shown on the following pages but 
we cannot be expected to give the whole picture due to the complexity of the system.
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These picture come from the simple system with no coupling and arc a typical stable period 
two orbit on either side of an unstable origin and a stable limit cycle around an unstable 
origin. Clearly here we would get the full D3 symmetry in the solutions.
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vWhen coupling is introduced into the system, the fully Dn symmetric solutions arc no
longer seen. We will usually observe a reduced symmetry as above where two systems
•/
have identical period three orbits which arc stable. There is no way to sec from these 
diagrams if any temporal symmetry exists, we need to look at a time series of the points. 
We do this on the next page and see that in fact the two oscillators arc in phase.
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We end this section with an interesting picture which is half of a complete cycle. In 
the whole picture there are six of these limit cycles, the three we see and three more a 
relatively large distance away. This has occurred via three bifurcations, the first a period 
doubled bifurcation, the second is a period three bifurcation off this period two orbit to give 
a period 6 orbit. The final bifurcation is a Hopf bifurcation to the six limit cycles seen.
1
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Chapter 3
An introduction to symmetric dynamical systems.
3.0 Introduction.
There are numerous physical systems which show symmetric effects both in their 
form and in the solutions they exhibit. In order to make the analysis of such systems 
easier we need to formulate these ideas in a mathematical context, for example how does 
a function exhibit symmetry and how do we say this rigorously. Furthermore we need 
some results about symmetric maps and symmetric dynamical systems which will make 
the discussion in subsequent chapters more straightforward.
3.1 Maps with symmetry.
Let f be a map
f:IRn —► IRnS,
and let y be an invertible n x n matrix. We say y  is a symmetry of f if
f(yx) ■ yf(x) forallxelR11.
If Xq is a fixed point solution of f then clearly so is yxQ. There arc then two 
possibilities cither yx0 ^ x0 in which case we have found a new steady state or yxQ-x 0 
when we say that y  is a symmetry of the solution x0.
If Xq is a periodic point of f (that is F1(xq) - x() for some qc IN) then again clearly 
so is yx0. Here there arc also two possibilities either x0 ^ yf^Xg) for all 0 < c < q-1 in 
which case\ve have found a new periodic point or x0 ■ yf^XQ) for some c, in which case 
we say that the pair (y,c) is a symmetry of the period q point solution xQ.
Because symmetry and groups arc so closely linked it is often convenient to use
\the language of group theory in the discussion of symmetric systems.
If we let T be the set of all matrices y which are symmetries of f then it is easy to 
show that r  is a group. Since T is a subset of GL(n) then to show it is a group it is 
sufficient to show that it is closed under multiplication and every element has an inverse 
within r. Clearly if Yj, Y2e r thenf(YlY2x) “  Yif(Y2x> = YiY2f(x)
so YjY2e r  and T is closed. To show the existence of an inverse for Ye r  we let y = yx 
then we have
f(y)=f(Yx)=Yf(x)=Yf(Y'1y)
multiplying through by Y'1 we get Y‘'f(y) = f(Y V) ar>d hence Y‘'e T.
r  is a Lie group (since it is a topologically closed subgroup of GL(n)) and is 
called the group of symmetries of f. For a Fixed point, xQ, of f we can define the isotropy 
subgroup of x0
**0 -< Y € r: Y x o -V
this is a subgroup of T and is the group of symmetries of xQ as defined previously. This 
is not always the whole of T and so the solutions of a certain problem with symmetry 
often has less symmetry than the original problem, we call this effect spontaneous 
symmetry breaking.
Given any fixed point solution xQ of f we define the group orbit through x0 as
rx 0 " < Yxo; Ye r} .
Every element in this orbit is a fixed point solution as well and can either be distinct from 
x0 or equal to xQ. The relationship Yxo“ xo *s an equivalence relationship with the number 
of distinct solutions being equal to the number of equivalence classes. Furthermore for 
YjXq and Y2xo to b® 'n the same equivalence classes wc need Y1Y2 ,x0” x0’ that is 
YjY2 'e ^x0' Hence if P and arc finite each equivalence classes contains I I 
elements so the number of distinct solutions guaranteed by the existence of one solution 
is
i r i / i r .  I.xo
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\We can use similar language to describe the periodic solutions of f. However we 
must include the fact that the symmetries of the periodic point can contain 'temporal' as 
well as spatial components and hence we enlarge the group of symmetry operations from 
r  to TxZq analogous results to those above hold replacing T with TxZ .
Definition 3.1.1.
The spatio-temporal symmetry group of a period q point xj of f is 
£ x, = ((Y.c)erxZq:P:(Yx1) - x 1}.
Consider the example from chapter two. If we have a period q orbit X, we would 
see this spatio-temporal symmetry exhibited as a subgroup of D3xZq. For example a 
period 3 orbit may exist which is identical on all three environments, here the symmetry 
group will be D3CD3XZ3 since for yeD3 yX=X. If the periodic orbit has a phase lag in 
the three environments, that is they have the same periodic orbit but are at different points 
on that orbit, then the symmetry group is Z3XZ3CD3XZ3.
With these ideas we now go on to discuss why symmetry effects can increase the 
complexity of a problem and how they can also be used to analyse this complexity.
v
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3.2 The restrictions of symmetry.
Consider a bifurcation problem
f:IRnxA —> IRn
where f has symmetry group T and in which f has a fixed point at OelRn for all Xe A.
When symmetry is introduced into the problem its eigenvalues are often forced to 
have high multiplicity (chapter 2 gives an example in which this is observed), this means 
that we cannot reduce the bifurcation problem via a centre manifold or Liapunov Schmidt
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reduction to be of a form in which we can apply the results of Chapter 1. To show why 
these high multiplicity eigenvalues are seen we use the following.
Lemma 3.2.1.
If f has a symmetry y then the linearisation of f around 0, (df)0, commutes with y,
that is
W00Y -  Y(d00-
Proof
Applying the chain rule to the identity f(yx) = yf(x) we have(dOyxY = Y(df)x.
Thus for x=0
(df)0Y = Y(df)0-
Now if X. is an eigenvalue of (df)o with an eigenvector v then yv is also an 
eigenvector of (df)o with the same eigenvalue thus
(df)0yv -  Y(df)0v -  yX.v = ^Yv-
In general v is not always a scalar multiple of yv in which case the eigcnspacc related to X. 
is forced to be of dimension greater than 1 and so X has multiplicity greater than 1 .
v Fortunately there arc ways to reduce the complexity of the bifurcation problems in 
the presence of symmetry which rely on the very same symmetries that give rise to the 
complications. We use two approaches here, the first looks for solutions which have 
particular types of symmetry and the second considers the Taylor expansion of f and uses 
the symmetry to remove many of the terms in the expansion. We First assume that we 
have reduced the problem as far as possible via a Liapunov Schmidt or a centre manifold 
reduction and hence the only eigenvalues arc on the unit circle. Let g be the germ on IRC, 
equivalent to f in the reduced system then g is a bifurcation problem whose solutions arc 
equivalent to those of f. Now we use the two ideas above to see how the complexity of 
the problem can be reduced still further.
\(a) Restriction to fixed point subspaces
It is possible to prescribe, in advance, the symmetry type of the fixed point 
solution of g we are looking for, that is to look for solutions satisfying g(x,X) = x in 
which x has symmetry group EcT. The type of solution we are interested in must lie in 
Fix(E) = { xelRc: ax=x for all o e z j  
the fixed point subspace of E. Thus we need only solve the equation
gl Fix(I)(x»*-) “  x-
This task is simplified further by noting the following lemma 
Lemma 3.2.2.
If g has symmetry group T and E c r  is the isotropy subgroup of some point x then 
g maps FixE onto itself.
Proof
We need to show that g(FixE)cFixE 
Take ye FixE, for all oeL  we have
g(yA)-g(oyA) as a y -y
=og(y,X) as L c r  and g has symmetry group T. 
so g(y,X)e FixE for all ye FixE
that is
v.
g(FixE)cFixE
so g:FixE—»FixE.
Hence the dimension of the problem is reduced to m -  dim Fix(E) which can be 
much smaller than c the dimension of the original problem. For example if
dim Fix(E) = 1
we can apply proposition 1.1.4. to predict a branch of fixed point solutions, this result is 
stated more formally at the end of the chapter. Such a technique gives us information 
about what types of bifurcation to expect but tells us little of the dynamics of the solution,
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Vthat is its stability and branching direction, to determine these we look to invariant theory.
(b) Invariant theory.
We would like to develop, in a coherent manner, a way of describing maps that 
commute with certain group actions. We begin with a discussion of maps invariant under 
the group action and then go on to look at how maps with this symmetry group are related 
to them. We start with a definition.
Definition 3.2.3.
Given a compact Lie group T and a function f:V —»IR we say that f is T invariant 
if f(yx) -  f(x)
for all Ye r ,  xe V. An invariant polynomial is simply a polynomial which is an invariant 
function.
The most straightforward example is when V -  IR and the symmetry group is the 
non trivial action of (multiplication by -1). Here invariant functions arc functions in 
which f(-x) = f(x), that is even functions. It is clear to sec that if f is an invariant 
polynomial it will be of the form
h(x2)
(sinefc x2m = (-x)2m but x2m+1 -  -(-x )2m+1). This result gives some indication of how 
to approach the classification of invariant polynomials, the idea is generalised in the 
following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.4. (Hilbcrt-Wcyl Theorem)
Let T be a compact Lie group acting on V. Then there is a finite subset of T 
invariant polynomials u j , . . . ,  us, for which given any T invariant polynomial f we can 
express f as
f(x) -  p(u .......... us)
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where p is some polynomial from IRS ->IR.
Next we make more rigorous the idea of the symmetry group of a function. 
Definition 3.2.5.
Given a compact Lie group T and a function f:V —» V we say that f commutes 
with r  or is r  equivariant if
f(yx) -  yf(x)
for all yeT, xeV.
Again under the action of TLj when V = IR, we have f(-x) = -f(x) which are odd 
functions. In general these will be of the form
f(x) = h(x2)x.
The Hilbert Weyl theorem can now be extended to give a corresponding result for 
T equivariant maps.
Theorem 3.2.6.
Let T be a compact Lie group acting on V. Then there exists a finite set of T 
cquivariant polynomials X j, . . .  ,Xr such that any T cquivariant polynomial is of the form
g - f 1X1+ . . . + f rXr
where the fj arc T invariant polynomials.
Both of these theorems can be generalised from polynomials to any smooth 
function using the same set of generating functions Uj........ us and X ] ,. . .  ,Xr.
For a general group T these invariant and cquivariant generating functions arc not 
easy to compute but it is often possible to look at the dynamics for a particular solution of 
a T cquivariant bifurcation problem by considering the taylor expansion up to certain 
finite order, an approach like this is used at the end of chapter 6 to analyse the solutions 
of a DnxZq cquivariant map.
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3.3 Some Bifurcations with Symmetry.
We end this chapter with two theorems the proofs of which rely on the techniques 
outlined above. But before this we introduce a definition.
Definition 3.3.1.
Let r  be a compact Lie group acting on V. We say the action is absolutely 
irreducible if the only linear mappings on V that commute with T are scalar multiples of 
the identity.
Absolute irrcducibility is a stronger concept than irreducibility (V is irreducible if 
the only T invariant subspaccs arc {0} and V), since absolute irreducibility implies 
irreducibility.
This definition is not as restrictive as it first appears since there are many groups 
which exhibit this particular property, for example on IR2 the standard action of Dn, n £ 3, 
is absolutely irreducible as is that of 0 (2), the group of orthogonal 2 x 2 matrices.
Proposition 3.3.2.
Let f be a one parameter family of r-cquivariant mappings
f:IRn x A —»IRn.
If the action of T on IRn is non trivial and absolutely irrcducibly then there is a trivial 
fixed point solution at zero for all Xe A and (df)o ^ -  c(X)ln.
If in addition there is a subgroup I c r  with dim Fix(£)>l, c(())=l and c'(0)^0 
then gcncrically f(x,X) has a unique branch of non triviul fixed points in Fix(£). Thus 
there is a branch of solutions with symmetry group precisely £.
Proof
As T acts absolutely irrcducibly on IRn then it follows that it acts irrcducibly.
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Hence either Fix(r) = {0} or IRn (since it is a subspace of IRn) but if Fix(I~) = IRn then the 
action of r  is trivial. Applying lemma 3.2.2 to Fix(T) we have
fl Fix(D x A -» F ix(0
i.e. f(0,X) -  0.
From lemma 3.2.1 df(Q X) commutes with the action of T and thus by absolute 
irreducibility must be of the form c(X.)In.
For the remaining part of the proof we again apply lemma 3.2.2, this time to E, to
give
fl Fix(E) * A - t  Fix(E).
This is a map from IRxA to IR and since generically we can assume that at 0 d2f|£0 then 
the hypotheses of proposition 1.1.3 which are necessary for the existence of a unique 
branch of fixed point solutions are satisfied and since we arc restricted to Fix(E) this 
solution branch is the one required to complete the proof.
We now consider the case of period doubling, i.e. when c(0) = 
a period two point of f is a fixed point of fl. So applying proposition 
the following result.
Proposition 3.3.3.
Let f be a one parameter family of r-equivariant mappings
f:IRn x A —► IRn
If the action of T on IRn is non trivial and absolutely irrcducibly then there is a trivial 
fixed point solution at zero for all A.eA and (df)ox -  c(X.)ln.
If in addition there is a subgroup Ecr with dim Fix(E)»l, c (0 )--l and c'(0)^0 
then f(x,X) has a unique branch of period two orbits with symmetry group precisely E.
-1. First note that 
3.3.2 to f2 we get
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Chapter 4
Normal form and maps with symmetry.
4.0 Introduction.
We consider the Taylor expansion of a map f around zero,that is 
f(x)=Ax+f2(x)+...+fk(x)+0(l xlk+1),
where A is the linearisation of f at zero and fj are homogeneous polynomials of degree i. 
By successive transformations of x we may hope to be able to remove some of these non 
linear terms and so simplify the map.
A theorem of Iooss [1987] shows that this can be done up to any finite order so 
that what remains commutes with the transpose of the linearisation of f.
Furthermore in this chapter we adapt ideas of Elphick et al [1987] and 
Vanderbauwhede [1987] from vector fields, to show that if f is already equivariant under 
the action of some compact Lie group T then the change of coordinates can be chosen so 
that this initial symmetry is preserved.
4.1 Normal form without symmetry
Before going any further we will give a definition of what it means for f to be in 
normal form. Given a function f and for each ke Z, then by a near identity polynomial 
change in coordinates (i.e. x«x'+ Pk(x'), where Pk is a polynomial of degree k with 
Pk(0)«0 and (dPk)0-0) it is possible to write
v f(x')«Ax'+N(x')+ . . .
where A«(df)0, N(0)-0, (dN)0«0, N is a polynomial of degree k which can be chosen 
to have a particular form (to be described later in the chapter) and . . .  indicates higher
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order terms, we say that f is in normal form. If these higher order terms vanish we say 
that f is in exact normal form.
To find out the form of what terms cannot be removed we first look at those 
terms which can be removed under the transformation
x-x'+  Pi(x')
where Pj is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i .
Lemma 4.1.2 
If
f(x)-Ax+f2(x)+...+fi(x)+0(l x li+1)
the terms which can be eliminated from fj are any homogeneous terms of degree i of the 
form
i 'A(pi(y » -APi(y>-IV Ay)-
Furthermore this change can be accomplished without effecting any of the terms of fj for
j< i.
Remark
If we let ¡Pj be the space of homogeneous polynomial mappings of degree i then 
I A is a linear map from Pj to Pj.
Proof
Let PfxO-x’+Pjfx'J-x and let f transform to F then
P(f(x'))-f(P(x'))
or r (x ') -P ,f(P(x')).
Now p ‘(y) is such that P(P'(y))-y that is
p"(y)+Pi(P''(y))-y
or p"(y)-y-P 1(P',(y)).
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This implies
p '(y)-y+ 0(1 yl 2)
thus P''(y)«y-Pi(y)+0(1 yli+1).
So
f'(x’)-f(P(x’))-Pi(f(P(x')))+0(l x 'li+1) 
i.e. r(x ’)»A(x'+Pi(x'))+f2(x')+...+fi(x')-Pi(Ax')+0(l x1i+1)
or f(x')-Ax'+f2(x')+...+fi(x')+APi(x')-Pi(Ax')+CKl x1i+1)
hence using the transformation x'—♦ x we can remove the term AP|(x')-P,(Ax') without 
affecting terms of order less than i and the proof of lemma 4.1.2. is complete.
The fact that this transformation leaves unaltered terms of order less than i 
suggests that f can, by an iterative approach, be put into normal form up to any finite 
order.
This lemma indicates also that we can put f into a form in which the ^ lie in some 
complement of the image of in Pj
A result of Iooss [1987) gives a particularly useful way to represent this 
complimentarysubspace.
Theorem 4.1.3.
Let f be a map with (df)o -  A then up to any finite order k there exists a 
polynomial change of coordinates of order k taking f to the form
f(x)-Ax+N(x)+ . . .
where N(0)=0, (dN)0-0  and N is a polynomial of degree k which commutes with A1. 
Proof v
The idea behind the proof is a recursive one, we assume 
f(x)-Ax+hj(x)+fj(x)+. . .
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where hj is a polynomial of degree < i which commutes with A1, fj is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree i and . . .  indicates higher order terms.
Lemma 4.1.2. shows that by a degree i polynomial change in coordinates (i.e. 
x«x'+Pj(x')) we can change fj without altering hj and further, that any such 
transformation will remove terms of the form APjfx^-PjiAx') from fj.
Hence fj can be chosen in such a way as to lie in a complementary subspace of 
Im r,A in !Pj. So we need only show that
!Pj-Im £A©!Pj(A‘)
where iPj(A‘)={pe iPjtp commutes with A1}.
To do this we require two lemmas adapted from Golubitsky et al [1987] XVI 5.4 
and 5.5.
Lemma 4.1.4
ker (La 0 -  !Pj(Al)
Proof
If (r,Al)p=0 then by definition
AtyxJ-pfA^J-O
or Alp(x)-p(Alx)
that is p commutes with A1.
Likewise if p commutes with A1 then
Alp(x)-p(Alx)-0
that is (r.A,)p -0.
Lemma 4.1.5
There exists an inner product« , » on lPl such that 
« r ,Ap ,Q » -« p .r,A,Q»
for all P.QePj.
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P r o o f
Let a,p  be multi indices and xa ,xP the associated monomials which are a basis of 
the space of real valued polynomials. A scalar product on these is given by
a B< x  ,x p> ,
la)
Ì - x Pl
âx
x-0.
Thus for any two real valued polynomials
<p(x),q(x)> = (p O /d x j,. . .  ,3/9xn)q)(0).
Finally if P « (p j,. . .  ,pn) and Q*(ql t . . .  ,qn) are in 5^ we define the inner product
n
« p, q » -Z<Pj.qj> (
j»i j j '
Using this inner product we claim that for any linear map A:IRn—>IRn
(a) « AP(x),Q(x)»=«P(x),AtQ(x)x>
(b) «P(Ax),Q(x)»=«P(x),Q(Alx)»
With these two and linearity we have
«E ,a P ,Q » = « A P (x),Q(x) » -« P (A x),Q (x)»
=«P(x),A*Q(x)»-«P(x),Q(Alx)»
««P,LAiQ»
and the lemma is proved.
Thus we need only prove the claims (a) and (b). For the first wc use the linearity
of the inner product to assume that P(x)«xaCj and Q(x)«xPek, where I al -I pi=i and em
is the unit vector in the mth direction. Letting A-(ajj) gives
a  p a v  p
« A(x c}) , x ek » -  « x 2^ a|jc| . * ck »
v -X a ,j< * a .x P > 8lk
-  akj< x° , xP >
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Likewise
a »
- L * ,k< x<X.*  >5«
t . a p 
ajk<x <x >
>
so part (a) of our claim is proved.
For part (b) we need only show that
< p(Ax) , q(x) > -  < p(x), q(Alx) >
where p and q are homogeneous polynomials of degree k and then linearity provides the 
result.
To see this we consider the change of coordinates x»A*y- This gives
_8_ = _9_9x
dy dx dy
■ s r A‘
Hence using our definition of the scalar product < , > we have 
< p(Ax), q(x) > “ P( A ) q( A y )|y_0
-  < P(*). q(A*x) >
and our proof is complete.
We arc now able to return to the proof of the main result
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Proof of theorem 4.1.3.
By the Fredholm alternative
Im t A = ( ker(LA), )X.
Now from lemma 4.1.5.
«J!,AP,Q»=«P,f.AtQ»
we have (LA)l«£,At.
Thus
Im (C,A) = (k e r ( tAi) j 1
That is
!Pj = Im(I,A) © ker (1LA0.
Applying to this lemma 4.1.4 we have shown that fj can be chosen so that it commutes 
with A1 and by letting N=f2+ . . .  +fk we have the desired result for N.
Remark
When A is diagonalisable we can choose a coordinate system in which A = A1 
and thus in the statement of the theorem N will commute with A so the whole of f 
truncated at order k will commute with A. For example if A were -I then f truncated to 
any order would commute with -I. Furthermore if A is orthogonal then A' 1 = A1 and 
again N can be chosen to commute with A and thus f will commute with A truncated at 
any order.
We end this section with a few examples of how this normal form reduction is 
performed.
(i) One of the simplest examples of normal form reduction is if f:IR -» IR and df at 0 
is -1. Normal form theory then says that up to any order k there is a change of 
coordinates in which f truncated at order k is an odd function and so will be of the form 
f(x )--x+ a3x3+ a 5x5+ . . .  + a 2j+l*2^ +1-
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(ii) f is a map on IR2 and
cos2n8 -sin2 rc0
A -
sin2 rc0 cos2n0
Thus we can apply the normal form theory of Iooss to conclude that f commutes with A
multiplication by e2*'0. In general f will be of the form
and normal form theory says that to any order we can choose a coordinate system in 
which f commutes with this multiplication, so Ojk = 0 unless
However if 0 -  p/q, (p,q)= 1, we also have solutions satisfying
j-k  = 1 (mod q)
that is j -  k+l+rq or k -  j-l+ rq . These terms will be of the form
I z l2kz«l+1 and I z l2^ 1^ '*
and hence
i f
We used this form in theorem 1.2.1 for the discussion of the Hopf bifurcation.
since A is orthogonal. To make things easy we identify IR2 with C so the action of A is
c 2«i0ajzk = (c2mOz>j(ç-2ici^)k
that is unless
0 = j0-k 0 (m odi).
If 8 is irrational this can only be solved by j = k+1 and hence
f(z) -  X  “ j1 z |2jz-
V
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4.2 Normal forms with symmetry.
Our next step is obvious,we ask if f is a r-equivariant map, can N be chosen in 
such a way that it commutes with T as well as with A1 .that is, is there a r-equivariant 
theorem equivalent to theorem 4.1.3.
We must first give the r-equivariant version of lemma 4.1.2
Lemma 4.2.1.
Let f be a T-equivariant function, let A=(df)0- Then for any k there exists a 
T-equivariant change of coordinates of degree k such that in the new coordinate system f 
is of the form
f(x)=Ax+g2(x)+...+gk(x)+0(l xl k+1)
where if
!Pj(r) = {pe!Pj:p is r-equivariant} 
and i>i(r) -  Si ® t A<0>i<T))
then giGgj.
This says that the terms which can be eliminated from f arc any homogeneous 
terms of degree i of the form
’^A(*>i(y))“APj(y)-Pi(Ay)
where Pj€iPj(r).
Proof
We first note that in the Taylor expansion of f
f(x)*Ax+f2(x)+...+fk(x)+0(l xl k+1)
each fj is r-equivariant, that is it lies in $*¡(0. Furthermore if we choose P* to be 
r-equivariant then our near identity change in coordinates x-x '+P/x ') will be also and 
thus f will remain r-equivariant. This change in coordinates will remove terms of the
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form C.A(Pi(x))=APi(x)-Pj(Ax) for each i which are clearly r-equivariant themselves. 
Thus for each i the terms of order i remaining must lie in the complimentary subspace of
Next we state and prove the r-equivariant version of Theorem 4.1.3
Theorem 4.2.2
Let f be r-equivariant with A=(df)0 and let the actions of T and A* commute. 
Then there exists a r-equivariant polynomial change of coordinates of degree k, for any 
k, such that in the new coordinate system
f(y)=Ay+N(y)+ . . .
where N(y) is a polynomial,of degree k,which commutes with Tx A1.
The proof of this theorem relics on our definition of a linear projection p with the 
followingproperties.
Lemma 4.2.3
If r  is a compact Lie group which commutes with A1 then there exists a linear 
projection p which;
i) projects Pj onto 5^(0 ,
ii) projects Pj(Al) onto Pj(rxAl) and
iii) projects LA(Pj) onto I,A(P i(r)).
The proof of this lemma can be found in Golubitsky et al [87) XVI 5.10 we give an 
outline below.
Proof
For a compact lie group T we define, using the normalised invariant Haar 
measure a map
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P(Y)(x) -  J y *Y(yx) dy.
Clearly p is linear and maps !Pj and IP ¡(A1) to themselves. Furthermore a calculation 
shows that for xe T
t  'p(Y)(xx) -  p(Y(x)),
that is p maps (Pj onto iP^F) andP^A1) onto Pj(rxAl).
To show that p maps £,A(Pj) onto ’s sufficient to show that for
Pj€ V x and yeT then
y*LA<P|(Y*» -  C.A(Y‘,Pi(Yx))
but
y <£ A(Pl<Yx» -  y‘,(A(P1(yx))-P1(Ayx))
-  AY,(Pi(Yx))-Y',Pi(Ayx)-r,A(Y',Pi(Yx))
since A commutes with F.
We now return back to the proof of the main theorem.
Proof of theorem 4.2.2
From theorem 4.1.3 we have
Pj-PjiA O eim  r.A
thus p iJ^ -p C P iiA W p am  £ a )
and applying the results of the lemma we get
Pia > P i(rxA')©r.A(Pi(r)).
Hence for f(x)«Ax+f2(x)+ . . . +fk(x)+0(| x llt+1) we can choose fj to commute with 
fxA 1 letting N(x)«f2(x)+ . . .  +fk(x) we arc done.
v
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4.3 Normal Forms of Parameterised Maps.
When f depends on a parameter there is a neighbourhood of 0 in the parameter 
space in which these normal form theorems still apply. Adapting a theorem of 
Vanderbauwhede [1989] we have
Theorem 4.3.1.
Let f be a smooth parameterised mapping
f:Rn x A —* IRn
such that f(0,X)=0 for all A.eA and (df)0 g=A. Then up to any order k£2 there is a 
neighbourhood Qk of the origin in A and a mapping
<t»:IRn x i2k -» IRn
such that for all Xe Qk is a diffeomorphism of IRn, with d>^(0)=0 and
g(x,A.) = <V(f(<Dx(x),X)) ■ A(X)x+f2(x,X)+ . . .  +fk(x,X)+0( I x l k+1) 
where f^W j for 2 S i £ k, (A (l)-A )eW j and Wj is a complimentary subspacc of 
£ A(jP|)) ¡n IPj where f j  is L((Rn), the space of linear maps from IRn to IRn. In fact W; 
can be chosen to be the space of polynomial maps which commute with A1.
Sketch of the Proof
The proof of this theorem is complicated since (df)0 x the linearisation of f is no 
longer constant and must be dealt with separately. Let Jtj be the projection of IPj onto 
PjCA1) whose kernel is r.A(iP¡) and let Ber,(IRn) be invertible. Making a linear change 
in coordinates x»By takes f into the form
f'(x,\) -  B ‘f(Bx,\)
and for (df*)0 \  to lie in W, we need to satisfy the equation
v F(B,X) -  (I-Jt,)(B '(dOo^B-A) -  0.
However a calculation shows that
F(I.O) -  0
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and (dglO, <>c  = t A(C) for all Ce t(IRn).
Hence since (dBF)] 0 is suijective on LA(JL(IRn)) we can apply the implicit function 
theorem to show the existence of a neighbourhood of 0 in A and a smooth mapping 
-♦ GL(n) such that B*(0)=I and F(B*(X),X)-0 for X en j. We let 
f'(x,X) = (B*(X))-'f(B*(X)x,X) 
and have ( ( d f \ x-A)e W, and (df')00=A.
We continue as in the standard normal form theorem by induction. Assume that 
f(x,X) -  (df)0 Xx+f2(x,X)+ . . .  +f j(x,X)+0( I x IJ+1) 
where fj€ W; for 2 S i S j-1  in a neighbourhood i2jCi2j j of X=0.
Consider the linear mapping
(wj>Pj) H+ W j- t^ P j)
from Wj x !Pj into Pj, which is smooth on Xeflj and surjective for X=0. Hence we can 
find a neighbourhood QjCi2j j of X=0 and smooth mappings Wjriij ->Wj and pj:i2j -♦ 
!Pj such that
wj<30-£.Ax(pj(X))-rj(. ,x>.
Thus using the change of coordinates x=x'+Pj(X)(x') and noting this polynomial change 
in coordinates will not affect lower order terms, we transform f  into
f(x,X) -  (df')(Ux+r2(x,X)+ . . .  +Wj(X)(x)+0( I x I j+1) 
where all terms of order i lie in Wj for 2 £ i S j and the induction is complete.
It remains only to construct the diffcomorphism O. If <J>’ is the transformation 
equivalent to the successive coordinate transformations x»-*x+Pj(x) for 2 i  i i  k then the 
map
<D(x,X) -  (B*(X)) '<J>'(B*(X)x,X)
satisfies the requirements of the theorem.
v
As Wj is a complimentary subspacc of I.A(!Pj) we can use the earlier results from 
this chapter so that Wj can be chosen to equal Pj(Al).
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As we saw before if (df)o,0 is orthogonal or diagonalisable then there is a 
coordinate system in which A1 can be chosen to be A'1 or A respectively hence there is a 
coordinate system in which f commutes with A on some neighbourhood i i  of X.=0.
We finish with a theorem applying the ideas from this chapter which gives us a 
spatitHemporal version of theorem 3.3.3.
Proposition 4.3.2.
Let f be a one parameter family of T-equivariant mappings
f:IRn x A —»IRn
If the action of T on IRn is non trivial and absolutely irreducibly then there is a trivial fixed 
point solution at zero for all X.e A and (df>o \  = c(A.)In.
Assume that c(0)»-l and c'(0)^0 and f can be put into exact normal form. Then if 
there is a subgroup Z c T x w i t h  dim Fix(E)sl then f(x,A.) has a unique branch of period 
two orbits with symmetry group precisely £.
The action of 7^  on IRn is multiplication by -I.
P roo f.
Since f is in exact normal form and the action of (df)o is diagonal then f is not 
simply r  equivariant, it is T x ^  cquivariant also. Hence applying theorem 3.3.3 to f we 
have the desired result.
We can strengthen this result still further and drop the requirement for f to be in 
exact normal form applying a result similar to that in chapter 6 which has been proved in 
the authors MSc. dissertation. Brown [19891.
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Chapter 5
H opf Bifurcations with Symmetry.
5.0 Introduction.
Consider a one parameter family of maps f from IR2 to R 2 with a fixed point at xQ. 
From chapter 1 we see that when a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues of W0X() x. cross 
the unit circle at e±2ni° with non zero speed we expect a Hopf bifurcation,that is a branch of 
invariant circles, provided that 0 t  0,V4 }/■$ . The stability and direction of
branching of this invariant circle is determined, generically, up to third order.
When symmetry is introduced the group action often forces the eigenvalues of 
(df), j to be real, for example when the group acts absolutely irrcducibly and (df), xAq.A, A0,/V
must be a scalar multiple of the identity, thus the eigenvalues must be real. So we start our 
discussion with conditions for the existence of complex eigenvalues. We go on to give a 
simple generalisation of the Hopf theorem from R 2 whose proof relics on the restriction to 
a two dimensional fixed point space. Finally we give a stronger result which derives from 
the extra 'temporal' symmetry of the normal form. The results of this chapter can be found 
in Chossat and Golubitsky [1987] although an assumption made by them may not be 
gencrically true as much of the detailed proof included here is omitted.
5.1 Requirements for the existence of complex eigenvalues.
A detailed discussion about and solution to a similar question can be found in
Golubitsky et a /[1987] XVI §1 here we will attempt to simply outline their basic ideas.
v
We first introduce a definition:
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Definition 5.1.1
A representation W of T is T-simple if either
(a) W»V©V where V is absolutely irreducible, or
(b) W is irreducible but not absolutely (we say non absolutely irreducible).
This definition affords us a useful result.
If we have f as above and assume (df>oo has eigenvalues p=e±2,ci0. Let be the 
corresponding real generalised eigenspace of these eigenvalues of (df)0 q- Then genetically 
is P-simple.
Further we can also assume, generically that these are the only eigenvalues of 
(df>o o ('f not we can reduce f, via a centre manifold, so that it is the case).
With these assumptions we end up with the following result on the form of (df)o q.
Lemma 5.1.2.
Assume that IRn is T-simplc, f is T-cquivariant and (df)o,o has c±2,ti0 as its only 
eigenvalues. Then:
(a) The eigenvalues of (df)o \  consist of a complex conjugate pair r(X)e±2,l,0(^) each of 
multiplicity m = n/2.Moreover r and 0 arc smooth in X..
(b) There exists an invertible linear map S:IRn—»IRn commuting with T such that
(df)0,o - S
cos(2jt0)Im -sin(2n0)Im 
sin(2n0)Im cos(27t0)Im
The proof follows that of lemma 1.5 ch.XVI §1 in Golubitsky cl al (19871 and will be 
omitted here.
Gehcrically we may now assume that the f is a map from IR2'" x A - » IR2m and that 
the eigenvalues of (df)o () arc all e±2,li0 each with multiplicity m.
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5.2 A Simple Hopf Theorem with Symmetry.
In this section we show that by applying results from IR2 and with very little extra 
work, we can predict the existence of invariant circles exhibiting particular symmetries. We 
use ideas similar to those used in proposition 3.2.8. by applying a reduction to certain fixed 
point spaces of dimension two we can use results from the standard Hopf theorem.
Theorem 5.2.1.
Let IR2m be T simple and let f be a T equivariant mapping
f:IR2m x A -» IR2m
with a fixed point at OelR2m for all X,eA. Assume (df)o,o has as it only eigenvalues a 
complex conjugate pair e*2*10 with 0 £ ,2/ 3 ? / 1, • If >s a subgroup
with dim Fix(X) -  2 then there exists a branch of invariant circles with symmetry group £.
Proof
We restrict our attention to solutions lying in Fix(£) and hence need only consider f 
restricted to Fix(£). Applying lemma 3.2.2 we arc thus looking for invariant circles of the 
map
flRx(I)Fi*(£) * A -> Fix(E).
By applying lemma 5.1.2 and since dim Fix(L) -  2 there will be a single complex 
conjugate pair of eigenvalues for d(f1pjx(£))0 what >s more they will satisfy the 
requirements for the existence of an f invariant circle in the standard Hopf theorem 
(theorem 1.2.1). Therefore wc expect to sec an f invariant circle of solutions in Fix(I), that 
is an f invariant circle with symmetry group E as required.
•/
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5.3 The Hopf Theorem with Symmetry.
We can improve on this simple result by looking for subgroups of T * S ' with two 
dimensional fixed point space. This additional S1 symmetry can be attributed to the 
existence of the invariant circle although there is no direct analogy to the idea of added 
temporal symmetry seen for a periodic orbit as described in chapter 3. Before the statement 
of the theorem we must make clear how to define the action of S1 on R 2m. As IR2m is T 
simple we can find a coordinate system in which the linearisation of f is of the form
cos(2;t0)Im -sin(27t0)Im 
sin(2jt0)Im cos(27t0)Im
and in this coordinate system the action of «peS1 is simply
cos(27t<p)Im -sin(27t<p)Im
x
sin(27t<p)Im cos(27t<p)Im
Since (df)o q commutes with the group action (see lemma 3.2.1) then so must the action of 
S1 thus we have defined the action of TxS1 on IR2m.
Theorem 5.3.1.
Let f be defined as in theorem 5.2.1. If LcT xS1 is a subgroup with dim Fix(L)*2 
and dim(O=0 then gcncrically there exists a unique (upto conjugacy) branch of f invariant 
circles emanating from the trivial fixed point at 0 tangent to fix(L).
Proof
If we identify IR2m with Cm f becomes a map 
v f:Cm x A —» Cm
in which (df>o ^ -  c2ni0(X)|m (sjncc |R2m ¡s r  simple).
We now state a lemma which brings f into an appropriate normal form.
tp.x =
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Lemma 5.3.2.
If 0(0) = 0 ^ 0,V4 ,V 3 } / 1 ,2/ 3 .3/4  then there is a smooth change of coordinates 
which takes f into the form
f(z,X) -  (df)o,xz + a3(z,X) + a4(z,X) + 0(1 z I5) 
where a3 is a homogeneous polynomial of degree two in z and one in z and a4 is a 
homogeneous polynomial of degree 4 in z which equals zero unless 50 is an integer. Both 
a3 and a4 are smooth in X.
Proof
By theorem 4.2.2 we can, to any order, put f into a normal form which commutes 
with both T and (dOoo* (this *s in fact ^ l“3*t0 (dOo,o' and thus f commutes with (df)00). 
Thus we can put f into the form
f(z,X) = ( d00 X  + 0(1 z|5)
’ 1-2.3.4 lal+ipi-1
in which each term in the polynomial commutes with (df)o,o> that is aap(X) = 0 unless
e2niO(za zP) = (C2rti0z)a (c-2m0^)p
orequivalently
( l a l - i p i  — 1 >0 — 0 (mod 1).
If 0 is irrational we arc thus required to solve
I a  I -  I PI -  1
and I a  I + 1 p I -  k for k -  2, 3,4.
These have only one solution at k = 3 ,1 a  I = 2 and I PI = 1.
If 0 = p/q, q 2 5 we need
I a  I — 1 + 1 PI + rq
and I a  I + 1 PI -  k for k ■ 2, 3,4V
as I a  I and I PI arc both positive this has only one pair of solution for q -  5 at I a  I -  0 and I
I PI -  4. Thus we have the desired normal form.
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Let g be f truncated to third order, this has symmetry group T x S 1 and hence as in 
theorem 5.2.1 we can apply the standard Hopf theorem to the restricted map
g:Fix(£) * A - t  Fix(Z)
to find g invariant circles with the required symmetry. However we cannot conclude 
directly that these invariant circles persist when higher order terms are reintroduced since f 
does not commute with S1 and hence will not necessarily leave Fix(E) invariant. To 
overcome this problem Chossat and Golubitsky [19871 use a theorem of Ruelle [19731, 
Theorem 3.1) which asserts the existence of invariant circles under certain conditions. 
Below we summarize these results and give the conditions which are needed in order that f 
will have invariant circles.
Theorem.(Ruelle[19831)
Let d>x:Cn -» Cn be a C1 diffeomorphism depending on a real parameter X varying 
in an interval around 0:
-  Axz+Px(z)+Qx(z)
where is a continuous complex function, and Px is a homogeneous polynomial of
degree 2 in z and 1 in z with coefficients continuous in X. We assume that there exists a 
function c ( .)  independent of X such that c ( .)  ¿ 0, lim^^ocfuJ^Oand
I Qx(z) I £ c( I z I )l z I3, I (dQx)z I £ c( I z I )l z I2.
We also assume that I A0 1 « 1 and I Ax I>1 for X > 0. Let the vector field
z -» z+A0-'P0(z)
be normally hyperbolic to the compact invariant manifold S. Suppose also that S is 
invariant under the transformation z-* ze'° (for all real a).
Then for small X > 0, there exist 0 xeC*(S,Cn) and S^cC" such that
(a) ©x is a diffcomorphism of S onto Sx-
(b) Sx is invariant under <J>x and d>x is normally hyperbolic to Sx-
(c) limjuoSx“ «»-
(d) If [D  is a group of unitary transformations of Cn such that P D x -^ x r  and TS-S, 
then © xr-r© x.
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The proof of this theorem uses a vector field approximation to <t>x ar>d results from 
Hirsch ei a/ [1977] on invariant manifolds to give an which has the desired properties.
We now apply this theorem to f. Clearly from lemma 5.3.2 f has the desired form 
for the theorem to hold. The existence of the invariant manifold follows from the fact that 
up to third order f, which we have called g, is S1 equivariant and so provided that the third 
order term a3 of g is non zero the vector field will have an invariant circle S which is 
invariant under the transformation z -♦ eiaz. However the equivariance of T means that 
this invariant circle must be considered as a submanifold of the invariant manifold TS. We 
say g^ is normally hyperbolic to the invariant manifold TS in the sense that on the invariant 
manifold the only eigenvalues of (dg^) with modulus equal to one are those which are 
constrained to do so by the action of TxS1, this is a generic condition. Thus the theorem of 
Ruellc predicts the existence of a diffeomorphism ©x which maps TS onto S \  an invariant 
manifold of f.
It remains only to show that on the manifold S \  there is an invariant circle of f. 
We first note that since r(rS)=TS and f is T cquivariant we can apply part (d) from the 
theorem to say that
e x(TS) - rex(S)
i.c. s \  -  rex(S)
but since ©x is a diffcomorphism and S is an invariant circle then ©x(S) is an invariant 
circle also. We now use the fact that dim(O«0, i.e. T is finite to say that I~©x(S) is a finite 
set of invariant circles and thus on the manifold S'x there is an invariant circle of f.
Before carrying on to discuss the symmetry groups of the invariant circles we 
briefly outline the reason why we make the restriction that T is finite and why the proof 
used by Chbssat and Golubitsky docs not quite work. Consider a mapping f which is 0(2) 
cquivariant and satisfies the conditions of the theorem of Rucllc. So there exists an 
invariant torus of g, the 0(2)«S1 cquivariant truncated normal form of f, to which
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genetically g is normally hyperbolic. However it does not follow that genetically g is 
normally hyperbolic to its invariant circles, this is because the eigenvalues of dg which are 
forced to be on the unit circle may have generalised eigenspaces which are not tangent to 
the invariant circles. Thus when we introduce a perturbation to get f, these invariant circles 
may break up and although the perturbed invariant torus remains we will no longer see 
invariant circles but instead we see a rotating wave that proceeds around the torus.
If however g is normally hyperbolic to its invariant circles then we can apply 
Ruelle's theorem to these invariant manifolds an so f will have invariant circles also.
It is further conjectured that the theorem is true for any T although the proof has not 
been completed. The idea is to look at f restricted to the invariant manifold, quotient 2, i.e. 
some T equivariant mapping h
h:(rxSl)/2-+(TxSl)/2
and show that when dim(Fix(2))=2 these are forced by the T cquivariance to map invariant 
circles to invariant circles.
We now go on to discuss precisely what form the symmetry groups of each 
invariant circle predicted by theorem 5.3.1 takes. Let the action of SJ=IR/Z act on Cn by 
multiplication by c2m0, for 0eS*. Let 7t be the natural projection of TxS1 onto T, i.c.
7i:rxSl -* r
Jt(y,0) -  y.
If 2  is an isotropy subgroup of some point under the TxS1 action, let H-it(2) and 
K-2rrrx{0} then H is the ('spatio^mporal') symmetry group of the invariant circle and K 
is the purely spatial symmetry group of the invariant circle, that is H maps the invariant 
circle onto itself whilst K fixes pointwisc the invariant circle.
To show this we return to the proof of the Hopf theorem, g the truncated normal 
form of f has a branch of invariant circles S with symmetry group precisely 2, that is if 
(Y,0)e2thcn
Yc2n|0/.=z for all ze S.
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We have
f(©(Ye2,t'0z))=f (0(z)> 
i.e. f(©(yz))-f(0(Yc-2,liez))
but since S is invariant under the action of S1 then e~2,ti0z is on S also hence 0(e*2,ti0z) is 
on the invariant circle of f. Since f and 0  are T equivariant we have
Yf(0(z))-f(0(e-2* 0z))
and so y maps the invariant circle of f onto itself. Since this is the projection of (y,0) onto 
r  we are done.
To show K fixes pointwise the invariant circle we note that for ke K k=(y,0) and
thus
yz=z
so f(0(z))-f(0(yz))-yf(0(z))
and hence K fixes the invariant circle pointwise.
From the way H and K arc defined it is clear to see that H /K cS 1 and what is more 
the restriction of f to their corresponding invariant circle must commute with the action of 
H/K.
We end this chapter with the discussion of an example relating to the motivating 
example of chapter 2. We take a few group theoretic results from Golubitsky ef a/[1987]:-
(i) The map
f:IR4xA-*IR4
where f is Dn cquivariant. We identify IR4 with <C2, it has been shown that all possible 
actions of Dn arc equivalent to a standard action given below, by relabelling the group 
elements and dividing through by the kernel of the action. The action is given by the 
generators £ and k where
£(z|,z2)“ (e2,li/nz i,e '2ni/nz2)
and K(z1.z2)-(z2,zi).
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The action of S1 is the multiplication described above, i.e. for BeS1
0(zi,Z2)*(e2’ciezj,e2’t'0Z2).
We give the isotropy subgroup lattices below in fig 5.1 but do not attempt to show 
how to calculate the isotropy subgroups since this has been done by several others, see 
Golubitsky et al [19871.
n odd
DnxSl
Zn((Ç.-2Jt/n)) Z2((k,0)) Z^Uk.ji))
n = 2 (mod 4)
n r
D„xSl
Zn((C,-2n/n»" Z2(Oc.O))*Z2((Çn/2,7t)) Z2Î0ç,ji))xZ2(((;n/2,Jt))
n = 0 (mod 4)
1
DjjxSl
Zn((C,-27^n)T Z2(oc,o))xz2((i;n/2.n)) ^T(KC.o))>«Z2((i;n/ 2,jt))
l.
fig 5.1 Isotropy subgroup lauiccs for Dn»S* (the clement in brackets is the generator of the subgroup).
We Complete the example with a description of H and K and how these relate to the 
example from chapter 2. For n odd there are three isotropy subgroups as seen in fig 5.1 
and for f the symmetry groups of the three invariant circles arc Z„(Ç), Z^ftc) and Z^(<)
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respectively hence in the motivating example when n=3 we would expect three types of 
invariant behavior two with the flip symmetry, i.c. on two islands we see the same cycle of 
solutions (possible not in phase) and one with rotational symmetry, i.c. all three islands 
have the same cycle of solutions (possibly not in phase). The respective K's tell us which 
solutions will be in phase, infact the only case in which K is non trivial is from the isotropy 
subgroup given by 2^((k,0)) and hence this is the only case in which the respective 
solutions will be in phase.
We can give similar descriptions of the symmetry group when n is even also. For 
n=2 (mod 4) the H's will be Zn(£), Z2(ic)xZ2(Cn/2) and Z2(K)xZ2(Cn/2) respectively. In 
this case K is trivial for ^((£,-271/^)), equal to Z2((tc,0)) for Z2((K,0))xZ2((£n/2,7i)) and 
equal to Z2((K£n/2,0)) for Z2((tc,n))xZ2((£n/2,Ji))- When n=0 (mod 4) we find the H's to 
be Z„(Q, Z2(ic)xZ2(Cn/2) and Z2(tcC)xZ2(Cn/2) respectively and the K's to be 1, Z2((tc,0)) 
and Z2((icC,0)) respectively. These all have analogous physical interpretations similar to 
those given above, for example when n=4, the isotropy subgroup Z2((k£,0))xZ2((C2,ti)) 
gives rise to a solution which is left invariant by the action of Z2(kC)xZ2(£2), the 
invariance implies that diagonally opposite oscillators exhibit the same behavior and since 
K is Z2((»cC,0)) then two of the oscillators will be in phase.
i
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Chapter 6
Subharmonic Bifurcations and symmetry.
6.0 Introduction.
As seen in chapter 1, given a parameterised map f on IR2 with a fixed point at 0 
with an eigenvalue of (dOo*. crossing the unit circle at the complex conjugate pair 
¿±2mp/q not on]y wouid we expect an invariant circle type bifurcation, we would expect 
also to see two bifurcating branches of period q points emanating from the Fixed point 
lying on this circle. These would be alternately stable and unstable (provided of course 
the eigenvalues of df lay within some region of parameter space defined in theorem 
1.2.2).
If we now take f to be a map from IR2m to IR2m which is r-equivariant under the 
action of some compact Lie group T, what can we say about the occurence of bifurcating 
periodic solutions. The cases in which q -  1 and 2 (that is fixed point and period 
doubling bifurcations) have been considered in chapter 3, propositions 3.3.2 and 3.3.4. In 
the case of period doubling bifurcations the proof was delayed because it is a special case 
of the result from this chapter.
For the rest of this chapter we assume that q 2 3, that is the eigenvalues are 
complex, but we will also discuss how we can apply similar ideas to the period doubling 
bifurcation. In chapter 5 we saw that gcncrically we can expect Hopf bifurcations to 
occur in a one parameter family of maps, however as seen in the case for maps on IR2, to 
sec the full dynamics of a period q point we need to consider a two parameter family of 
mappings. We saw also that to ensure the existence of complex eigenvalues then T can 
be assumed to act simply on IR2"1 (refer to dcFinition 5.1.1 for T-simple).
Thus throughout this chapter we assume that f is a two or more parameter family
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of mappings
f:IR2m x A - .  (R2m
which is T-equivariant and on which IR2m is T-simple. We first give a result which is a 
direct application of the period q theorem from IP2 and then extend this result to take 
account of the extra 'temporal' symmetry of a period q orbit.
6.1 A simple period q theorem with symmetry.
In this section we use the method of restriction to fixed point spaces to reduce the 
problem as we did in the simple Hopf theorem to give.
Theorem 6.1.1.
Let IR2m be T simple and let f be a two parameter r-equivariant family of 
mappings
f:R2m x A -» IR2m
with a fixed point at 0€lR2nl for all A. Assume (df)ooo has as ' ts on'y
eigenvalues a complex conjugate pair c±2,t'P/ti with q ^ 1, 2, 3, 4 which passes 
throughthc unit circle with non zero speed. If L c r  is a subgroup with dim Fix(I) « 2 
then there exists a branch of invariant circles with symmetry group I .  What is more, 
within some well defined region of parameter space, the map restricted to the invariant 
circle has two period q orbits.
Proof
The proof is almost identical to that of the simple Hopf theorem 5.2.1. We first 
note that solutions with symmetry group £  are precisely those solutions which lie in 
Fix(E). Thus we arc looking for solutions of the map flFiX(£) and since Fix(E) has 
dimension 2 and is mapped onto itself by f we have reduced the problem to an equivalent
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one in IR2. Furthermore the dimension of Fix(L) means that has a single
complex complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues at e±2,t,P/tl. Hence we can apply theorem
1.2.2 and provided that the eigenvalues of d(f1 Fix(£)) lie within a cusped region whose 
boundaries are tangent at e2’tiP/<l then we should expect to sec two period q orbits on the 
predicted invariant circle. This region in the complex plane relates to a corresponding 
region in parameter space within which we see period q solutions of f lying in Fix(L) and 
the proof is complete.
6.2 Symmetry groups and isotropy subgroups.
We next discuss the idea of the symmetry group of a period q point. Now 
normally under the action of T the symmetry group of a point x is defined as that 
subgroup of T whose action fixes that point, i.e.
Zx-[yer:Yx=x}.
However a period q point has further symmetry due to its being a period-q-point. More 
precisely the action of ye T on x may be the same as that of some iterate of f
f'fyx.X.j-x.
Hence we havc:- 
Dcfinition 6.2.1.
The symmetry group of a period-q-point x(or more precisely (x,X)), £ xc rx Z q, is
£x-{(Y.c)er*Zq: ft(yx,X)-x}.
•i
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6.3 Period q theorem with symmetry.
We now state the main results of this chapter
Theorem 6.3.1
Let (Rn be T-simple and f be a two parameter r-cquivariant map„ _  n nf:IR xA—>R
with a fixed point at 0 for all A.
Assume that (dOo,x1.L2has eigenvalues r(X.1,X2)e±ie^ f ^ 2) (each of multiplicity 
m=n/2) where r(0,0)=l, 0(O,O)=*27tp/q.
Then there exists a TxZq-equivariant germ
_n . _n g:IR xA -» R ,
where the action of (y,c)e f  xZ^is given by
(Y,c)x -
cos(27tp/q)Im -sin(27tp/q)In 
sin(27tp/q)Im cos(2rcp/q)I
yx
and for which (dg)000 has as its only eigenvalue 0 with multiplicity n. There is also a 
r-equivariant map
<D:Rnx A -» R n
such that
(i) 0(x,X.) is a diffcomorphism, onto its image, for all X€ A,
(ii) <J>(x,A.) is a period q point of f if and only if g(x,X.)«0 (i.c. f'lidKx.Xj.Xj-t&ix.X)),
(iii) The symmetry group of <l>(x,X) as a period q point of f is isomorphic to the 
isotropy subgroup of x in g, under the f  xZ^ action.
6,3.2 Remark7*
The assumptions of the theorem arc not as restrictive as they at first may seem 
because if we assume the only eigenvalues of df arc e±2iRp/<i at X. -  0 via a centre 
manifold or Liapunov Schmidt reduction then these arc the only eigenvalues and hence
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genetically that IRn will lye T-simple.
Proof
The idea of the proof will be to define a function F:IRn<lxA—»Rntl which is 
TxZq-cquivariant and whose zeroes correspond to the period q points of f and whose 
symmetry groups correspond to those of f. Next via a Liapunov Schmidt reduction of F 
onto IRn we get a map g with the desired properties.
We define
— „n  n „ nF.IR xIR x . . .  xIR xA —» IR x . .  .xIR
by (Xi,x2........xq,X) i—* (f(Xq,A.)-Xj..........fixq_,,X)-xq)
(to reduce overly complicating notation, we will in future omit X from f i.e. fix,A.) will be
written as fix)).
We start by examining some of the properties of F.
Lemma 6.3.3.
(a) The point (xj,x2, . .  . ,xq,X) is a zero of F if and only if the set Xj, . . . ,xq is a 
period q orbit of fi . ,X).
(b) F is rxZ q-cquivariant where T acts on each block of n variables as it does on f 
('the diagonal action') and Zq acts by the cyclic permutation of the q blocks of n variables, 
i.e.
(Y.c).(xj........ xq) -  (Y xc+i ,Y.xc+2.........Y-xc).
Proof
(a) If F(x, .x2.........xq,X) -  (0.........0)
then fixq)-Xj -  0 fixq) ■ xt
i
fixq_i)-xq -  0 + +  f(xq. ,)  -  xq,
so PKXj.A.) -  fi . .  .fifixj.X)^.). . .  X )  -  f i . . .  fixi+1,X). . .  ,X)
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« . . .  -  f(xi+q.j,X) -  fOtj.jA) “ Xj- 
Conversely if PKXj.A.) = x; and f(Xj.X) = xi+1 then
F(x!,x2.........xq,X) = (f(xq) - x j , . . .  ,f(xq_!)-xq)
•  (xr « i ........ V xq)
(b) f ((y,c).(x1(x2.........xq),x) -  f (y.xc+1, . . .  ,Y-xc,X)
-  (f(Y.xc)-Y.xc+1........ f(Y-xc. 1)-Y xc,X)
-  ( r f ( * c)-Y-xc+1........Y-f(xc-i)~Y-xc)
-  (Y (f(xc) -xc+l).........Y (f(xc-i)-xc))
-  (Y,c).(f(xq)-x ,, . . . .ffXq.p-Xq)
-  (Y,c).F(xj,x2, . . .  ,xq,X).
We now perform a Liapunov Semidt reduction on F to give a map g whose zeroes 
are in direct correspondence to those of F and has the desired properties from the 
statement of the theorem.
There arc five steps involved in the reduction to arrive at g:-
(1) We first decompose IR™! in two ways. On the domain of F we decompose as in 
(a) and on the range of F as in (b)
(a) IRntl = kcr ¿©M
(♦)
(b) IRntl = coker ¿©range L
where L is dF(0,0).
(2) The equation F(y,X) -  0 can then be split into two separate equations which carry 
the same equilibria information as F, viz
(a) EF(y,X) -  0
v (**)
(b) (I-E)F(y,\) -  0
where E:IRn<»—* range L is the unique projection of coker t  © range L onto range L.
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(3) Using (♦) part (a) we write y = v+w where veker £, and weM.We can then use 
the implicit function theorem to solve (♦*) part (a) for w as a function of v and X. giving
W:ker
where EF(v+W(v,X),X) -  0.
(4) Next we define <p
<p:ker Lx A—► coker L
by <p(vA) -  (I-E)F(v+W(v,X),X).
(5) Finally we define g as
g:IRnxA—>IRn
by g(x,X) -  p(tp(x,Ax.........A4-lx,X))
where p is the projection of the first n co-ordinates.
Thus in order to carry out a Liapunov Schmidt reduction on F at (0,0) we first 
need to know the form of kcr (dF)0 q and coker (dF)0 q.
We have
(dF>x,..........x„.X
- I n 0{d° xX1 n
(d0.
. 0 • (d° x  .*q-1 "SO ‘ o . . . WOq
<dF> 0 .. . . ,( U '
i
<d%  - i „  •i 0
0 • (df>0 -•n
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As IRn is T-simple by Lemma 5.1.2 there exist a basis for IRn in which 
cos(27ip/q)Im -sin(2itp/q)In 
sin(2jtp/q)Im cos(27tp/q)Im
where m = n/2.
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If we call this matrix A and (dF)00 =1 we get finally
(dF),0.0
1 o . . a '
> 1 a* . . 0
• 
O
. A -In
We can now calculate ker f, and coker £.
For ye IR™! to be in ker L we need
Ly = 0
where y=(Xj,X2, . . .  ,x ) and XjelRn, i.e.
or
O
cI • •
i-----
<
A  -«n • • . 0
1--
---
---
---
-
O
 
.
• >
> X .e
l X ■ O Ax -x
V r V 0
. 
I
AV r
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so if y e ker L then
y
x
Ax
To calculate coker £, (i.e. (Im £)-*-) we use the Fredholm alternative, that is 
coker t  = (Im t ) 1 « ker (t,1) 
for some inner product defined on IRniI.
We shall use the standard inner product on IRn(l, i.e.
n« * .  y » -  X  xi yt
i -  1
with this inner product £* is simply the transpose of the matrix C. above, what is more, 
since A is orthogonal A* = A 1 and we have
-In A'1 . . .  O '
, 0 -In A"1 .
t  »
A'1 0 -In
using a similar method to that above we calculate ker = coker £
v
Av
coker t  - A2v where veIR
v
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So by the generalities of the Liapunov Schmidt reduction there exists a function cp
whose zeroes are in one to one correspondence with those of F and thus the period q 
points of f. Moreover <p possesses the same T x equivariance as F.
Now as both ker £ and coker £ are isomorphic to IRn we can define a function g, 
the projection of 9  onto IRn
The first thing we note is that if g has a zero then so do 9  and F, hence f has a 
period q orbit. Likewise if there is a period q orbit of f then there is a zero of F and also 
of 9 , which in turn corresponds to a zero of g. So the zeros of g are in one to one 
correspondence with period q points of f.
The next question we must tackle is how does the T x Z q  equivariance on 9  pass 
on to g. The answer comes via the next lemma.
Lemma 6.3.4.
With the action of T x Zq on IRn given by
9 : ker £ x A —►coker £
g: IRn x A —»
given by 
where
g(x,X) -  p(9 (x,Ax........ A<Hx,X))
p:coker £ —» IRnp(y.Ay,. . .  .A^’ V ) = y-
(y,c).x -  y.Acx
where A=(df)0 0 then g is T x Zq cquivariant.
Proof
1
We need to show that
for all (y,c)€ T x Zq.
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By definition
g((Y,c).x,X) -  g(Y.Acx,A.)
= p(tp(Y-Acx,AY.Acx ,. . .  ,A£1'1y.Acx,X)J.
Since the action of T commutes with A
g((Y,c).x,X) = p(<p(Y-(Acx ,. . .  ,Ac*lx),X)).
On IRn<f the action of ceZq is precisely this shift of coordinates, thus 
g((Y,c).x,X) -  p(<p((Y.c).(x,Ax,. . .  ,A<M),X)) 
which by the T x Zq equivariancc of (p
-  p((Y,c).«p(x, Ax.........A<t-1 ,X)\
Assume that
<p(x,Ax........ Afl-l.X) -  (y,Ay.........A«l-ly)
(this is the form which an element of coker L must take).
So p((Y.c).(y,Ay,. . .  .A^-ly)) = p(Y.Acy,Y.Ac+1y.........Y-Ac‘ V)
and since A commutes with y
p((Y.c) (y.Ay........ Afl-ly)) -  p(Y-Acy,AY.Acy......... A'i-^y.A^y)
= YAcy
-  (Y.c)-y
where now the action of TxZq is that defined in the lemma
-  (Y.c).p(tp(x.Ax.........Afl^x.X))
-  (Y.c).g(x.X)
so g is TxZq equivariant.
We next need to show that g has the desired properties given in the statement of 
the proposition, that is the zeros of g arc in one to one correspondence with the period q 
points of f, the isotropy subgroups of the zeros of g arc isomorphic to the symmetry 
group of the period q points of f and (dg)g0 has a single eigenvalue at 0 with multiplicity 
n.
The first part is easy to sec from the generalities of the reduction but it is
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enlightening to see how these points correspond to complete the rest. For these we need 
to look more closely at the mechanics of the reduction which were discussed earlier. 
Given x a zero of g such that
g(x,X)=0
we need a bijection which will map it to a period q point of f (or equivalently a zero of F). 
Now a zero of F is a solution to
EF(y,X)«0
(I-E)F(y,X)=0.
These solutions are given by v+W(v,X) where
W: ker C,xA—»M.
So if x is a zero of g( . ,X) then (x,Ax........ A*Hx) + W(x,Ax, . . . .A ^x .X ) is a zero for
f ( . ,X) thus by the earlier properties of F any of these q sets of n coordinates will give a 
period q point of f.
So we have a map
<I>:IRnxA—»IRn
where <J>(x,X) -  p((x,Ax.........A*l‘1x)+W(x,Ax.........A ^x .X jj
and p is the projection of the first set of n coordinates
P(xt .........xq) = x,
such that if g(x,X) = 0
then F^C>(x,X),Xj « <t>(x,X).
To show that the isotropy subgroup £xc rx Z q of x a zero of g is isomorphic to the 
symmetry group of the corresponding period q point of f we proceed as follows.
If (y,c)e Ex , i.e.
y.Acx -  x.
we need to show that (y,c)e xj where is the symmetry group of the period q
point <J>(x,X) of f, i.e.
f'(y.«I>(x.X),X) -  «>(x.X).
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As f is r  equivariant
f^Y .c^xA U ) = Y.fc(«t»(x,>.).x).
Furthermore due to the equivariance of F and W and the forms of leer L and coker i, 
we have
f(d>(x,X),X) = d>(Ax,X)
or more generally
fc ^ x .X U ) = <D(Acx,X).
Hence
fc(y.C>(x,X)A) -  Y-fc(<I>(x,X.),X)
=* Y<t>(Acx,X).
Thus we need to show is that d> is r-equivariant.
By definition <I>(y,X) -  p((y.Ay,. . .  ,A‘l-1y)+W(y,Ay.........A ^y.X ))
and since the action of y on IRn<l is diagonal and W is T equivariant then
Y.<t>(y,X) = p((Y-y.Y-Ay....... Y-Aq' 1y)+ w (Yy.YAy.........Y-Aq' 1y^))-
As we saw earlier the action of T commutes with that of A, henceY-<I>(yA) -  p((Y-y.AY-y........ A<HY.y)+w (Y-y.AY-y.......... Afl-^.y.^))-  <J>(Y.y.^ )-
Thus
fc(Y-<l>(x.X).X) -  <D(Y.Acx,X.) 
but (Y.c) is in the isotropy subgroup of x, that is
Y-Acx ■ x
and hence
f^Y.Ofx.XU) -  <&(x.X).
So if (y,c) is in the isotropy subgroup of x then (Y,c) is in the symmetry group of O(x.X) 
the corresponding period q point of f.
Thus it remains only to show that the only eigenvalue of (dg)0 0 is at 0. We know 
that for a solution x of g(x,X)-0 there is a corresponding period q point <l>(x,X) of f, that
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fl(<D(x.X),X) = &(x,X).
We use the chain rule on the identity g(x,X.)=fq(<I>(x,X.),X.)-<I>(x,X.) to find(de)x,X *  (d0f<t-iW x,X).X)>.0 • • • °(dO<t>(x,X)Ao(d(I))x^ '  (dd))x,X 
hence at 0,0 we have
(dg)o,0 = (dOfq-t(<p(o,0),0),00 • • • °(df)<t>(0,0).0o(d(I))0,0 " (d<t>)o,0 
but by the generalities of the reduction <X>(0,0)=0 and hence
(dg)0i0 = ((dOo.o)q(dd>)o.o -  (dd))o,o-
However we have already seen that in some coordinate system 
cos(27ip/q)Im -sin(27tp/q)In 
sin(2trp/q)Im cos(2ttp/q)Im(d 0 ,'0,0 '
so ((d000)4=In and (dg)0,o=°thus a11 ,hc eigenvalues of (dg)00 are 0.
This theorem means that if we have a map f with symmetry group T for which we 
are looking for period q points then we can equally look at the bifurcation problem g 
which is T x Zq cquivariant. Hence we can get a stronger result than that of theorem 6.1.1 
by looking at the bifurcation problem g.
Corollary 6.3.5.
Let IRn be T-simplc, f be a two parameter T-cquivariant map_ _  n . _  n
f:IR xA—>IR
with a fixed point at 0 for all X -  (Xj.A^eA.
We assume that (df)o,x, x2 *ias eigenvalues r(\j,X. 2)c±l^ f^ 2 ^  (each of 
multiplicity m -n/2) where r(0,0)«l, 0(O,O)-2np/q and q ^ 1, 2, 3, 4. Let I  be an 
isotropy subgroup of TxZ^ with dim fixZ-2, then in parameter space A there exists some 
region near to X -  (0,0) within which there exists two branchs of period q orbits of f 
whose symmetry group is precisely £.
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Remark
(i) The cases of q = 1 and 2 have been discussed in chapter 3, however when q = 3 or 
4 the proof is greatly complicated by the appearance of low order terms in the normal 
form of g and these will not be discussed.
(ii) Since TxZqCrxS1 and as the conditions above satisfy the requirements of the 
Hopf theorem with symmetry (theorem 5.3.1) we also expect an invariant circle of 
solutions which are tangent to Fix(E) at x=0 and since this invariant circle is unique (at 
least up to conjugacy) then the periodic solutions must lie on the unit circle.
Proof
To prove the corollary we need only show there exists a region of parameter space 
near to X=0 within which two solution branches for g(x,X)=0 bifurcating from the fixed 
point at zero, which have isotropy subgroup £. Then applying theorem 6.3.1 this implies 
that there are also two branches of period q points of f with symmetry group Z.
Since we are looking for solutions with isotropy subgroup £  we need only 
consider gl Fix(£) the map g restricted to the fixed point subspace of £. Furthermore by 
lemma 3.2.2 Fix(£) is mapped by g onto itself, thus we need only consider the map
g:Fix(£)-+ Fix(£).
As FixE is 2-dimcnsional and g is Zq-cquivariant wc can choose a coordinate sysytem 
(a,P) (with basis (v,,v2) in FixE) such that the Zq action on (a,P) is given by the 
multiplication of the vector (a,p) by
T cos 2np/q -sin 2jtp/c
R J2xp/q ¡¡¡n 2np/q cos2jtp/q
wc associate this with a mapping of the complex plane
g:C x A —» C
where z«cx+iPand the rotation is now via mulliplicatioon by e ^ p /q .
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The general form of a Zq equivariant map from C to C is
f(z,X)=P(zz, z^.z^.Ajz+iCKzz, z<l,z<l,X.)z+R(zz, zq,z<l,A.)z<l_l+iS(zz, z^.z^.X)^'1. 
where P,Q,R,S are real polynomials.
Expanding g around (0,X) we have
g(z,X)“ P(0,0,0,X)z+iQ(0,0,0,X)z+P7_F(0,0,0,X)z2z+iQzZ(0,0,0,X)z2z
+R(0,0,0,X)zQ-1+iS(0,0,0.X)zq“1+O(l zl 5).
We need to include these two higher order terms in our expansion in order to observe the 
occurence of the periodic solutions.
We are looking for solutions of g(z,X)“ 0 which correspond to solutions of 
g(avi+Pv2,X) = 0 where {vj,v2j is the suitable basis choice for FixL.
Close to the bifurcation point these can be approximated by solutions of the 
truncated expansion
g(z,X) = (T+ioJz+CPfg+iQfj^z+fR+iSizS'1 = 0 
where x=P(0,0,0,X), o=Q(0,0.(U), PN=PzZ(0,0,0,X), QN=Qzi(0,0,0,X), R=R(0,0,0,X) and 
S=S(0,0,0,X) (the z 'l '1 term is required in this truncation in order to reflect the Zq 
equivariance of g).
Letting z=rc'° and multiplying through by z gives us
(t+io)r2+(PN+iQN)r4+(R+iS)rilc"i‘l0 -  0 
further if R+iS=sei<(, then we end up looking for solutions to
(T+io)r2+(PN+iQN)r4+siV<<l,-q0> = 0
which is equivalent to solving the following real pair of simultaneous equations
tr2+PNt4+srqcos(<p-q0) -  0 
and O^+Qf^i^+sHsinftp-qS) -  0.
Clearly one solution is given by r-0  which corresponds to the fixed point of f at 0. 
Therefore the solution corresponding to the period q points we are looking for is the 
solution to the following
(a) X+PNr2+stq' 2cos(«p-q0) -  0 
and (b) o+QNr2+sr*l'2sin((p-q0) -  0.
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To solve this pair of simultaneous equations we first note that, since (dg)g o has 
all its eigenvalues equal to zero then for X small T and o  and will also be small. From 
equation (a) we see that any solution must be of the form
r = (-X/PN)1/240(X2),
truncating at 0(x2) and putting it into (b) we need to satisfy
a -Q Nx/PN+s(-x/PN]^l'2>/2sin((p-qe) = 0 
but since sin(<p-q0)£[-l,l) this can only have a solution if
I o -Q n x/Pn I S  s(-x/PN)fa*2)/2
hence solutions exist in the region defined approximately by the boundary lines
o  * QnX/?N ± s(-X/PN)fa‘2)/2.
I I I I region in which
solutions of g=0 exist
fig 6.1 the region of existence to solutions of g-0
Within this region of (x,o) space there are two distinct solutions for 0e[ 0,2rc/q) (if 0 is a 
solution then so is ((2<p-n)/q)-0). By applying the implicit function theorem when 
higher order terms arc re-introduced we expect to sec solutions which arc close to those 
above within a region which is approximately the same.
So we have a diagram within whose outer boundaries solutions to g(z,X.)-0 exist
•/
and these correspond to the period q points of f required. Since X«P(0,X.) and O-Q(0,X) 
we can calculate X in terms of x and O (provided (d^P) and (d^Q) are non singular). Thus 
if we let X(x,o) solve P(0,X(x,o))-x and Q(0,A.(x,o))»o then the region in parameter
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space for which periodic solutions exist is determined by the boundary
X( T , Q nt/ P n ±  s( - t/P n )(<1-2>/2 )
6.4 The relationship between f and g when f is in normal form.
For the rest of this section we will assume f has been reduced to the centre 
manifold and that the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue c2ltlP/tl is T-simple, 
hence there exists a coordinate system in which f commutes with A as defined above. 
We have seen in chapter 4 that there is a normal form for f whose non-linear part 
truncated to any order can be chosen to commute with A1. However A is orthogonal thus 
A1 = A-1 and hence the whole of f will commute with A.
In this section we will show that when f is in normal form, to degree k, then there 
is a simple formula connecting f and g, the Liapunov Schmidt reduced form of F from 
section 3. This will be a useful aid when we come to study the stability of f in section 5 
since the stability of the zeros of g are the same genetically as the corresponding period q 
points of f.
Theorem 6.4.1.
If f is in normal form to degree k then
jlcgW -A^OfcfM -Ax)
where j kf is the k-jet of f, the Taylor scries expansion of f truncated at the kth order. 
Furthermore if x is a zero of g then it is a period q point of f.
v
Proof
In normal form
jkf(x) -  Ax+h2(x)+ . . .  +hk(x)
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where hj is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i which commutes with A1 (hence also 
with A as A '=A l). In this proof we shall refer to jkf simply as f. We wish to find g, the 
reduced form of F, where
F(xj.........xq,X) = (f(xq)-Xj.........f(xq_j)-xq)
and (x j,. . .  ,xq) = v+W(v,X) where vekert. and WecorangeL.
To help us we first state and prove a small lemma
Lemma 6.4.2.
Let W(v,X) be the function as defined in the proof of theorem 6.3.2 on f, the 
normal form truncated at order k, then W(v,X)=0.
Proof
We quickly remind ourselves of where W comes from. It is found by applying 
the implicit function theorem to solve EF(v+w,X)=0 for w in terrms of v and X. So we 
need to show that w=0 is a solution (and hence the only one), i.e.
EF(v,X) -  0.
This means F(v,X)e kcrE -  cokcrt by the definition of E. Now ve kcr L and hence will 
be of the form
v -  (x,Ax........ A 'P 'x)
for some xe R n and so
F(v,X) -  (f(A<Hx)-x.........f(A‘l-2x)-A<l-1x)
-  (A'H(f(x)-Ax)........ A«l-2(f(x)-Ax))
by the A cquivariance of f. Clearly this lies in cokcrL and we have proved the lemma.
Returning to the proof of the theorem. We now have
<p:kcrC,xA-»cokcrL
defined by <p(v,X) -  (lpnq-E)F(v,X)
9 2
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where E is the projection which has as it's kemal cokerT and
F(v,A.) = F(x,Ax........ A‘l"1xtX)
= (fiAfl^xj-x........ f f A ^ x j - A ^ x )
= (A0-‘(f(x)-Ax).........A9-2(f(x)-Ax)).
Thus F(v,X)e coker L so EF(v,A)=0 and hence
tp(v,A.)=F(v,A.)
Now
g(x,A.)=p(<p(x.Ax. • • ■ .A‘>-1x,X))
where p is the projection of the first set of n co-ordinates of IRnt*
p:|Rnq_>|Rn
p(xl>. . .  .Xq.Xj-Xj
and so along the period q branches of f we have
gfx.X.^Aq-ifffxj-Ax).
We Finally note from theorem 6.3.1 that there is a map
<D:IRnxA—rlRn
where «Dlx,A.) = pi(x,Ax.........A‘l‘1x)+W(x,Ax,. . .  .A^'x.X))
which maps the zeros of g onto period q points of f and since W=0 along the solution 
branches then
Ofx.A.) -  p(x,Ax,. . .  .A ^ 'x )
-  x
so the zeros of g are precisely the period q points of f.
This means that if f is in normal form then for a period q point x of f
f(x) -  A(g(x)+x)
and since x is a zero of g then
f(x) -  Ax.
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6.5 Asymptotic Orbital Stability of Period q points of f.
Next we will be discussing the stability of period q points of a function f which is 
Pequivariant.Firstly we will explain why the normal definition of asymptotic stability of 
a fixed point fails for a fixed point of a map which is possessed of symmetry .thus leading 
us to the definition of orbital asymptotic stability. Then we will explain how to adapt this 
definition to describe the stability of a period q point of the map.
Finally we show how the stability of a period q orbit of f is related to that of the 
corresponding equilibrium solution of
dx/dt=g(x,X)
where g is the Liapunov Schmidt reduced function.
Definition6.5.1
A fixed point x0 of a map f is asymptotically stable if for every point x near to xQ 
f"(x,A.) stays near to x0 for all n, and also lim ,,^  P'(x ,\)=Xq. It is neutrally stable if 
PXx.X) stays near to x0 for all n and it is unstable if there arc points arbitrarily close to xQ 
whose trajectories P’fx.X) do not stay near x0 for all n.
We also have another set of stability criteria known as linear stability conditions, 
which arc equivalent to those above. If all the eigenvalues of (df)X(),\ lie within the unit 
circle centre the origin in C then xQ is asymptotically stable. Moreover, if any one lies 
outside this circle then x0 is unstable, it is however not true to say that if an eigenvalue 
lies on the unit circle then the fixed point is neutrally stable.
However when we introduce symmetry into the system these conditions are not 
adequate. Consider a T equivariant system in which a fixed point x0 has as its isotropy 
subgroup £  of lower dimension than F. If this is the case then there arc points in the orbit 
Txq arbitrarily close to xQ (which by the T-cquivariance of f are also fixed points). Thus
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the trajectory of these points in the limit do not tend to xq and hence x0 cannot be 
asymptotically stable, however it can be neutrally stable which leads us to make the 
following definition.
Definition 6.5.2.
A fixed point x0 is asymptotically orbitally stable if it is neutrally stable and for x 
starting near to Xq then limn_>00fn(xA) exists and lies in TXg.
The linear criterion for orbital stability is not the same as for normal asymptotic 
stability as the symmetry often forces eigenvalues to lie on the unit circle. For example 
consider y(0 = Y(t)x0
where y(t) is a smooth curve in T and y(0)«In, now as x0 is a fixed point then so is y(t) 
because
f(y(tU) = f(Y(t)x0,X)
-  Y(t)f(xg,X)= Y(0xo = y(0.
We have
¿ { f iy iO A ^ L o -w o ^ Y O ) )  U xo)
but also, since f(y(t),X.)«y(t)
¿ { W O . ^ L o -^ Y O )) U * 0
which gives
hence dy/dt(0)XQ is an eigenvector of (df)X() with eigenvalue 1 and x0 cannot be linearly asymptotically stable.
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To overcome this problem we introduce the following definition.
Definition 6.5.3.
If x0 is a fixed point of a r-equivariant map f then it is linearly orbitally stable if 
those eigenvalues of (df)X(),x other than those arising fromTX()rx 0 (i.c. the eigenvectors of 
(df)X() which lie on the unit circle) lie within the unit circle.
There is an equivalent result to that for non symmetric stability relating orbital 
stability and linear orbital stability which we state and prove below.
Theorem 6.5.4.
Let x0 be a fixed point of a function f. If x0 is linearly orbitally stable then it is 
also asymptotically orbitally stable.
Proof.
We first consider the solution to the linear difference equation
g(x,X)=df(Xo,X) *•
Given x€lRn it can be written in the form
x=y+w
where yeT^TxQ and w€W, the complimentary subspacc of T ^ T xq in IRn, which is in 
fact the sum of the real parts of the generalised cigcnspaccs associated to the remaining 
eigenvalues. From the assumption of orbital linear stability these all lie within the unit 
circle in C.
We now consider the map
« h:TXorx 0 K W - T Xorx 0 *W
given by
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y y=
w Bw
where B is a matrix with eigenvalues whose moduli are strictly less than 1 and which is 
equivalent to g (in the sense that if x=y+w then g(x)=h(y+w)). So
w 
but
I Bnwl £ I Xmaxlnl wl
and as the eigenvalues of B have modulus strictly less than 1 then I Xmaxl < 1. Hence in 
the limit as n —» oo I Xmax ln —» 0 and Bnw —► 0. Thus in the limit hn(y,w) and conse­
quently gn(y+w) tend to yGT^rxg.
We have hence shown the theorem to be true for any linear function. Next we 
consider how this result is effected by the re-introduction of the non linear part of f. We 
do this using a result of Hirsch et al [19771.
Theorem
Let VcM be a compact C1 submanifold and f:(M,V) - » (M,V) a diffeomorphism 
which is normally hyperbolic along V. Then there exists a neighbourhood A of V on 
which WsA(f) and WuA(f), the stable and unstable manifolds of f, intersect in V, tangent 
along V to N_©TV and N+STV respectively (N_ and N+ arc the stable and unstable real 
generalised eigcnspaccs of (df) along V). If x€WsA(f), there exists yeV such that 
limn_MOd(fnx,Py)»0. If xeWuA(0, there exists z€ V such that limIMOOd(f‘nx ,f 'nz)“0.
The normal hypcrbolicity of Tx0 is ensured from the earlier part of the proof since 
g, the linear part of f contracts W to zero whilst leaving Tx Px0 fixed. Furthermore since 
non of the eigenvalues arc greater than 1 then N+-{0} and so WuA(f)«{0}. Thus given 
xg  A then xg  WsA(f) and therefore there exists yG Tx0 such that limn_MX)d(fnx,fny)-0 but as 
f(y)-y we get limIV_>00fn(x)-y and xq is asymptotically orbitally stable.
9 7
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We extend the definition of asymptoptic orbital stability for period q points as 
follows.
Definition 6.5.5.
A period q point x0 of a function f is asymptotically orbitally stable if x0 is an 
asymptotically orbitally stable fixed point of f9 in the sense of the previous definition.
We now state a lemma which gives the linear conditions required for a period q 
point of f to be asymptotically orbitally stable.
Lemma 6.5.6.
Let f be in exactnormal form and assume that it commutes with A as defined in 
the previous section, if x0 is a period q point of f then x0 is an orbitally stable period q 
point of f if the eigenvalues of (df)*0,x. which are not forced be the symmetry to equal one 
have modulus stricly less than 1.
Proof.
From above x0 is an orbitally stable period q point of f if it is an orbitally stable 
fixed point of f4(x,X).
Applying the chain rule repeatedly we have
<dfq)x0A " WOf<i->(x0A)A- • •<df>i.0.x
but since f is in normal form and using theorem 6.4.1, f(xg) -  Ax() thus
(dfq)x0A “ (dOA4-‘x0A- • WOxgA-
Since f commutes with A we have f(Ax,X)-Af(x,X), differentiating this gives
(df)AxAA “ A<dOxA
or « (df)AXtX -  A(df)xAA '
and since A commutes with f and thus (df) we get
« H W -W O x A
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SO
(d f% ,X -U df)x0.xlq-
Hence the stability problem for xQ has been reduced to looking at the eigenvalues
of [ (df)x0>x F. If (df)X(),X has eigenvalues O j,. . .  ,as within the unit circle and Xj......... Xc
on the unit circle then [ (df)x0,x F has eigenvalues .........o sq which must be within the
unit circle and Xi*1..........Xc* wh‘ch will lie on the unit circle (these are in fact the
eigenvalues corresponding to the tangent space T X()( r kZ£J)xq). Thus applying theorem 
6.5.4 we have that xQ is an asymptotically orbitally stable fixed point of f 1 and thus an 
asymptotically orbitally stable period q point of f.
In normal form we are able to write g explicitly in terms of f. So the next obvious 
step is to ask how the stability of f relates to that of g.
We have seen already that gcnerically the period q bifurcations of f have 
corresponding steady state solutions of the system
dx/dt=g(x,X) (*)•
However it is not true that the stability of period q points of f correspond to the 
stability of steady states of (♦). We start by showing the relationship between the 
eigenvalues of f and g and then go on to discuss the consequences of this relationship to 
the stabilities of f and g.
Lemma 6.5.7.
Let f be in normal form and flg be the spectrum of (dg)„x i.e.
f lg«(o)je(C:dg(X ^v=o)jV where ve V is non zero) 
then the spectrum of (df)x^  is given by
v £Jr-  (e2*>P/q(o)l+ l)|ci>,€ n g).
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Proof
The proof of this lemma is straightforward if we use theorem 6.4.1 to note that in 
normal form
g = A4-lf-I
or f = A(g+I).
Consider the two differing stability crierion for the map f and for the differential 
equation dx/dt=g. For a map a solution becomes unstable when one of the eigenvalues 
of its linear part passes out of the unit circle, for a differential equation however 
instability occurs when the eigenvalue goes from having negative to positive real pans. 
The lemma shows that an eigenvalue of f passing through the unit circle (at e27tiP/<i) 
transforms to one passing through the origin for g, but the problem occurs because 
although at the origin the sphere is transformed by the reduction to be tangent to the 
imaginary axis thus
the eigenvalue may emerge in such a way as to lie inbetween the outside of the circle 
(unstable period q point) and the imaginary axis (stable equilibrium of g).
What we can say then is that if xQ is an unstable equilibrium of g then it is also an
unstable period q point of f and if x0 is a stable period q point of f then it is also a stable
1
equilibrium of g.
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6.6 EXAMPLE: r=Dm, n=4.
Here we will be discussing what can be said about the system in just a group 
theoretic way we also will look at stability in the general case.
4
To start with let us remember how we define the action of Dm on IR .which we 
2
identify with <C . The group Dm has 2 generators.ic and ¡¡.where
K2 = 1,
Cm -  1
and kC-C™-1*. 2
There is a standard action of Dm which is equivalent to every action on C by 
relabelling group elements and dividing through by the kernel of the action, it is given by 
the following:- K fZj.Z^ = (Zj .Z j )
and £(Zj,Z2) =* (e2’ti/mz1,e '2jti/mZ2).
The action of Zqis given by the action of X the generator of the group,where
x« = 1
and x(zj,Z2) = (c2,t'P/tlz j ,e2’c'P/(lz2).
6.6.1 Isotropy Subgroups.
We wish to find the lattice of isotropy subgroups of Dm»Z(J. Upto conjugacy the 
isotropy subgroups of Dm are:-
m even m odd
where the element in the bracket is the generator of the Z2 isotropy subgroup. Note that
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Zj (k) and Zj(^k) arc not conjugate in Dm when m is even but they are when m is odd.
For all m Z2(k) is the isotropy subgroup of the fixed point space in which Zj=z2 
and for m even Z ^ tc )  is the isotropy subgroup of the fixed point space in which 
z1=e2,ri/mz2.
However when we look at the isotropy lattice for DmxZ(J we get a somewhat 
different picture. Below we give a table of the isotropy subgroups of DmxZq (upto 
conjugacy) including the corresponding fixed point spaces.
Tabic 6.1 The isotropy subgroups of the standard action.
Isotropy subgroup
q odd, m odd
Z2((k,1))
1
q even, m odd
Z2((ic,l))
Z2((K.Tfl/2))
1
q odd.m even
Z2((tc.l))
Z2((kC,1))
1
m even.q even
Z2((ic.1))xZ2((5"/2, ^ / 2))
Z2(0cC,1))xZ2((C"'2,t<1/2))
Z2((;m /2Tq/2))
Fixed point space dim Fix(E)
Zj^Zj -Z 2
C2 4
ZJ-Z2-Z 2
Z1- z 2- z 2
<c2 4
Zl ‘ Z2“ Z 2
■e-2’t‘/mZ2, z 2
(C2 4
Zj= Z2 s  z 2
2
C2 4
where the clement in brackets is the generator of the group.
If the highest common factor of q and m (q,m)^l,2 we get another conjugacy 
class of isotropy subgroups aswcll. If (m,q)-c it is given by
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which has fixed point space Zj=z, z2=0 of dimension 2.
Hence in the cases where the dimension of the fixed point space of the isotropy 
subgroup E is two we expect to see period q point bifurcations having precisely symmetry 
group L. Before going on to show how these reults are obtained we will give a brief 
description of the different modes of behaviour for the solutions in each isotropy 
subgroup.
Remark
If we look at the results of chapter 5 we see that for I c D ^ S 1 with dim Fix(£)=2 
there exists under certain genericity conditions invariant circles of f which are tangent to 
Fix(Z) at x=0. Hence we would expect to sec periodic or quasiperiodic orbits of f in 
addition to those predicted above. So in the Dm example we have seen that there are 
always three isotropy subgroups, however the number of branches predicted by the period 
q theorem dependson m and q. For example if m is three and we are looking for a period 
five orbit then there are three branches of invariant circles on which we should see expect 
to see periodic or quasiperiodic solutions, yet the subharmonic theory predicts only one 
branch of periodic slolutions.
If £=Z2((k,1)) or L -Z 2((k£,1)) then solutions have no temporal symmetry and are 
simply of the form (z,z) or (z,e2,t,/ mz). For I - Z 2((k,t^ / 2)) then the solutions will be of 
the form (z,-z), with the additional temporal symmetry that PI/2(z,-z)-(-z,z). Solutions 
with isotropy subgroup £«Z 2((ic,l))xZ2((£m/2,'C<l/2)) will be of the form (z,z) with the 
temporal symmetry that ni/2(z,z)-(-z,-z). If Z - Z2((k£,1))xZ2((5"/2,T<1/2)) solutions 
will take the form (z,c2,l' / mz) they also have the additional temporal symmetry that 
fl,/2(z,c2,ti/mz)«(-z,-e2,ti/mz). Finally for £«Zc((£n/c,T‘<l/c)) solutions arc of the form 
(z,0) which satisfy f<l/'c(z,0)-(c2’ti/cz,0). In all cases the temporal symmetry can be 
thought of as a discrete phase shift in the solution orbits.
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To show these results we must consider how in general an element of DmxZq acts 
on C2, basically there are two different types of element to consider, namely
(i) (C'S't'), 0<k<m and 0<j<qwhich acts on (Zj,^) to give
(Ck.x').(z1,z2)=(e2’li(Pj/<l+k/m)z1,e2,ti(Pj/(l-k/m)z2)
and
(ii) OSk<m and (Kj<q which acts on (zj.z^) to give
(KCk,ti).(z1,z2)=(e2Ki(Pj/ ‘l-k/m)z2,e2’ti(Pj/(l+k/m)z1).
For any of these elements to lie in an isotropy subgroup of C2 we need
(Y.rMzj.ZjMzj.Zj)
cases (i) and (ii) are considered seperately.
(i) We must satisfy the two equations
z1=c2,li(Pj/<l+k/m>z1 
and z2=e2,ti(Pj/<l-k/,n>z2
in the region 0£j<q, (Kk<m. Upto conjugacy there are three cases to consider:
(a) Zj^O, z^O ,
(b) ZjifO, Z2=0 and
(c) Zj=Z2=0.
For (a) we need
e2jti(pj/q+k/m) „ c2iti(pj/q-k/m) _ j
that is pj/q+k/m  -  Sj
and p j/q -k /m  -  s2
for Sj,s2eZ.
In order that we arc not simply considering the trivial solutions (when j - k - 0  ) and 
to lie in the region of interest we can assume without loss of generality that s j-1 , s^O  
and p - 1 (the last assumption derives from the fact that p and q are coprime so there exist
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j ' with pj'=l). So we are looking for the solutions of the following:
j/q+ k /m  = 1
and j /q -k /m  = 0.
These together imply that j=q/2 and k=m/2, so for q and m both even we have the 
subgroup Z2((£m/2,'t<,/2)) (this may not be the whole of the isotropy subgroup) and for 
any (zj.Zj )
(Cm/2,tq/2).(z1,z2) = (e2't‘z1,e°z2) -  (zj.Zj)
so its fixed point space is the whole of C2 and has dimension 4.
For (b) we must have
e2xi(pj/q+k/m) _ j
that is pj/q+k/m  = Sj
forsjGZ.
Again in order that we arc not simply considering the trivial solutions (that is 
when j= k= 0) and to lie in the region of interest we can assume without loss of generality 
that sj=0 and p=l so the solutions we arc looking for are the solutions of the following:
j/q+ k /m  -  0
i.e. jm = -kq.
Assuming that the highest common factor of m and q, hcf(m,q)»citl (if c-1 the 
solution is trivial) then we have an isotropy subgroup Zc((5rn/C,t '4 /C)) and for any 
clement of C2 of the form (Zj,0)
(£m /ci t -q /c)j (Zj 0) .  (c2xi(-qj/cq+mj/cm)Zj 0 ) .  ( ^ Q )
so the fixed point space is by (zj,0), ZjGC, which has dimension 2.
For (c) we sec that every clement of this form fixes (0,0) so (0,0) has as part of its 
isotropy subgroup (clearly it can be seen that the whole group fixes (0,0) so this
point has as its isotropy subgroup D ^Z ^).
We have now completed type (i) elements. For (ii), elements of the form (K^k,ti), 
0£k<m and 0Sj<q, we need to satisfy
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Z1=C2'ti(Pj/‘t-k/ m)z2 
and z2-e 2,ti(Pi/ti+k/m)z1
in the region CKj<q, OSkem. Again, upto conjugacy, there are three cases to consider:
(a) Zj*0*z2,
(b) Zjt^O, zj=0 and
(c) ZJ-Z2- 0.
For (a) we need to satisfy
c2iti(pj/q+k/m) c2ni(pj/q-k/m) _ j
that is pj/q+k/m +pj/q-k/m  = 2pj/q = Sj
for Sj€Z.
Again we can assume that p=l and that Sj is either 0 or 1. If Sj=0 then j must be 
zero. Now for any value of k, OSkcm, consider how elements of the form (ic£k,l) act 
(<Ck.l ).(*j ,Z2)=(c-2,tik/mZ2.c2,tik/mz1 )•
Clearly for each k this fixes points of the space (z,c2,tik/mz), zeC so the cyclic 
group of order 2 generated by (ic£k,l), i.e.ZjIiK^.l)) is a subgroup of, and possibly the 
whole of, the isotropy subgroup which fixes (z,c2,t'k/mz), ze<£ which has dimension 2.
We do not require however to look at all of these because each of these subgroups 
is conjugate to cither ^ ((K .l)) or ^((<(¡,1)) (and if m is odd ^((tc^.l)) is conjugate to 
Z ^ k.I)) and hence they all arc).
When Sj-1 then j must equal q/2, so if q is odd we will get no extra information. 
If q is even however we will see other fixed point spaces.
For any value of k, OSkcm, consider how elements of the form (K^k,x^/2) act 
(K;k,T^ /2).(Zi,z2) -  (¿«KI/2-k/«0l2ie2*KI/2+k/m>Il)
.  (-e-2,'‘k/mz2.-e2’tik/mz1).
For'each k this fixes points of the space (z,-e2,tik/mz) zeC so the cyclic group of 
order 2 generated by (k^ . t^ 2), i.e.Z2((K£k,T<^ 2)) is a subgroup (possibly the whole) of 
the isotropy subgroup which fixes (z,-e2’uk/mz), zcC and hence has fixed point space of
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dimension 2.
Again we do not require however to look at all of these because each of these 
subgroups is conjugate to either Z2((k,t<1/2)) or .T^2)) (and if m is odd
Z2((k£,t‘1/2)) is conjugate to Z2((k,t<1/2)) and hence they all are).
For case (b) when Zj^O and Z2=0 we have a siuation in which we are looking for 
solutions of
(e2ni(pj/q-k/m)0,e2't'(pj/q+k/m)Zi)_ (^  0).
This implies that Z j = 0  also which means we are just looking at case (c).
Finally for case (c) z j»z2=0 this point is fixed by all elements of DmxZq as 
mentioned before and so we have completed the classification of isotropy subgroups of 
DmxZq (uPto conjugacy).
We now wish to look at the bifurcation directions and stability of each of the 
possible solutions which are derived from our result. This is done by looking at the 
eigenvalues of the linearisation of F* along the solution branches and observing whether 
they lie inside or outside the unit circle in €.
6.6.2 Equivariant theory for DmxZq.
As seen in chapter 3 section 2(a), symmetry puts restriction on the form of any 
map which commutes with the action of some group. Thus we can simplify the problem 
by first looking at the general form of a DmxZll cquivariant map. We have the following 
result. y
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Proposition 6.6.2.I.
Let n,q£5. Then every smooth Dm*Zq equivariant map f:<C2—>C2 has the form:-
F( Z j, Zj ).
2 2  k  - I  _n
h( I Zjl .1 Z2* ^1 + “ kin *2 zl z2 +R( zi • *2 )
2  2  k - I  - n
h( I Zjl , I Zjl }z2 + eXj^  jn Zj Zj Zj + R( Zj , Zj )
where Rfcj.zj) includes terms of order k+l+n+2 or more and k,l,n are given as follows:- 
(i) m . Q  both odd
m>2q k -0 ,1 -q -l,  n=q,
2q>m2q+2 k=(m-q)/2, l«(m +q)/2-l, n-0, k-(m +q)/2, l« (m -q)/2 -l, n-0,
m=q k=n=0,1-q-l,
2m>q>m+2 k=0, l=(q+m )/2-l, n=(q-m)/2, k=0, l= (q-m )/2 -l, n=(q+m)/2,
q>2m k»m, 1-m -l, n=0.
(ii) at least one of m.q even
m’>q' k-0, l -q '/2 - l ,  n -q '/2 ,
m '-q ' k-0, l - q '/2 - l ,  n -q 7 2 k -n -0 . l -q '- l  k=q'/2, l= q '/2 -l, n-0.
m'<q' k -m '/2 , l=m '/2-l, n -0
where
and
m/2 m even
m m odd
q/2 q even
q q odd.
In addition the lowest order term, when hcf(m,q)-cM,2, containing just z. terms 
v *
is pz,<tn>/c-l (this is important in the case when fix l is of the form (z,0)).
To help us to prove this theorem we slate a lemma which will reduce the
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complexity of the problem.
Lemma 6.6.2.2.
If f:C2-»C2 is DmxZq equivariant under the action described above then
f(zl ,z2> “ (g(zi •z2)’g(z2,zl>) (*)
where grC2—>C is ZmxZq equivariant and where ZmxZq acts on C2 as ZmxZqcD mxZq and
on C, Zm acts by multiplication by e2lti/ m and Zq acts by multiplication by e2n'P/9.
Proof
Firstly note that for f to be equiariant under the action of the flip, KcDm, then
f (K (Z j ,Z 2 ) )  =  K f iZ j .Z j )  -  K i f j i Z j . Z j U j f Z j . Z j ) )
that is f(i2.zi) -  (f|(*2^i)/2(^**l)) “
or f j i z ^ )  = f2(Z2-zl)
and vica versa. Hence f must be of the form (*).
Next we look at how the actions of £cD m and xcZq will reduce from C2 to C. 
The £ cquivariance implies thatfC S iZ j .Z j) )  > £ f i Z j .Z j )  = ^ ( f j i Z j ^ J . f j f Z j . Z j ) )
that is f(e2’ti/mz1,c-2'li/mz2) -  (f1(e2» /mz1,e-2» /mz2),f2(e2*'/l% e - 2*i/,nz2))
-  (e2*'/mf1(z1,z2),e-2,t,/mf2(z1,z2)) 
or fl(e2id/niz1>c-2jci/,nz2) _ c2xi/mfi(Zi Z2)
thus £ must act as multiplication by c2,”/ni on <E.
Likewise X equivariancc implies that
ffxizj.zj)) -  xf(z1,z2)-x(fj(z,,z2),f2(z1,z2))
that is f(e2,liP/ ‘lz,,e2’liP/<lz2) -  (f,(c2»t'P/llz1,e2,tiP/<lz2),f2(c2,liP/<lz1,e2’tiP/ ‘lz2))
v -  (e2mp/qfi(zliz2)ie2>«p/qf2(z1,z2))
or f,(e2’liP/<lz1,e2’t'P/ ‘>z2) -  e2"'P/ ‘lf1(z1,z2)
thus x must act as multiplication by c2*^*! on C.
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Hence it only remains to show that if f is defined by (*) and g is ZmxZq 
equivariant then f is DnxZq equivariant:
0  f(K(Zj,Z2» -  f(Z2,Zj)
-  (g(Z2-zl)-g(zl 'z2))
-  K(g(z1,z2),g(z2,z1))
-  Kf((Zj,Z2)).
Ü) f(C(z1(Z2)) = f(e2» /mz1.e-2,d/mz2)
= (g(e2ni/mz1 ,e"2’tl/mz2),g(e"2’a/mz2,e2’n/mZj))
-  (c2’t‘/mg(z1,z2),e-2,a/mg(z2,z1))
-  C(g(zi>z2)>g(z2.zi))
■ W z j.z ^ ) .
iii) f(T(z1,z2)) -  f(e2,tiPAlz1,e27tip/<lZ2)
« (g(e2,"P/'<lzj,e2’t'P^Z2),g(e2,t'P/i>Z2,e2’tiP/<lzj))
-  (e2’t'P/<lg(z,,z2),c2'tlP/ ‘lg(z2,z1))
-  TigiZj.Z^.gfZj.Zj))
-  tf((zj,Z2)).
We now return to the proof of proposition 6.6.2.1
Proof
From the above lemma we have shown that to find a DmxZq cquivariant function 
f from C2 to C2 we need only look for a ZmxZq cquivariant function g from Œ2 to C.
. Assuming g to be analytic it is possible to express it as a taylor expansion around 
(0,0) thus
g U j . z ^ - X  4 * 2 * 1 4
j . k . I . n c N
i
For g to be ZmxZq equivariant we need it to satisfy the following two conditions:
(a) g( Ç( z, , *2 ) ) -  ;( g( z, , Z2 ) ),
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(b) g( T( Zj , Zj ) ) -  *( g( Zj . *2 > >• 
These can be equivalently written as
g( e2,t,/mz1 , e-2m/mZ2 ) ) = e2m/m( g( zl , Zj ))  
and g( e2ltiP/<lz1 , e2* * ' ^ ) )  = e2* ^  g( z , , ))
respectively, which as taylor series say
- 2 rrik/m
e k -2jtil/m Z2 C
-• 2itin/m - n 
Z1C *2
2m/m
e 1 »
j  k -1 -n 
jkln Z1 *2 Z1 z2‘
and
2itipj/q i 2nikp/q k -2rtilp/q -I -2ninp/q - n 
Z2C zl e Zj
2>tip/q V  j k -• - n
iL i “ jkln Z1 z2 Z1 z2' 
j.k.I.n
Thus otjkin-0 unless
c2rti0-k-l+n)/m _ e27ti/m 
and c 2iti(j+k-l-n)p/q = c2xip/q
or
j-k-l+n = 1 mod m 
and j+k-l-n = 1 mod q.
So to find non zero terms in the taylor expansion of g we need to solve the pair of 
simultaneous equations
j-k-l+n  -  1+rm
and j+k-l-n -  1+sq
for s.re Z, over the natural numbers.
This implies that
j-l+l+(rm +sq)/2 or l»j-l-(rm +sq)/2 
and k-n+(sq-rm)/2 or n«k+(rm-sq)/2
depending whether l+(rm+sq)/2 and (sq-rm)/2 are greater than or less than 0.
Firstly we note that when r—s—0 j —1+1 and k-n thus terms are of the form
Pjkz lj + lz 2k z l j *2k.
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that is Pjkl Zj Pi I Z2 l2k Zj
these are the terms that appear in h as defined in the proposition.
Next we look for the lowest order terms of g which are not of this form. The 
order of any term is given by j+k+l+n and there are 4 possibilities, that is:
a) 21+2n+l+sq (if l+(rm+sq)/2 S 0 and (sq-rm)/2 SO).
b) 21+2k+l+rm (if l+(rm+sq)/2 S 0 and (sq-rm)/2 < 0 ).
c) 2j+2n-l-rm (if l+(rm+sq)/2 < 0 and (sq-rm)/2 SO).
d) 2j+2k-l-sq (if l+(rm+sq)/2 < 0 and (sq-rm)/2 < 0 ).
A little thought indicates that the lowest order terms of g should come from cases
(c) or (d), depending on which of -rm or -sq is smaller and the parity of sq+rm. This is 
in fact the case but the proof although needing little in the way of complex calculations 
requires us to consider all possible parity conditions (i.e. one of, both of or neither of q 
and m being odd) and within each, whether sq or rm is greatest.
Hence we shall only give a small part of the complete proof, to give the reader an 
idea of the calculations involved and the regions of particular difficulty.
The simplest case to consider is when both m and q arc even because whatever 
value s and r take sq+rm will always be even. Thus the lowest possible orders will come 
when cither s - - l  or when r« - l  (giving orders of q-1 and m-1 respectively).
We now split this case into 3 subcases; m>q, m=q and m<q.
If m>q we would like the lowest order elements to have order q-1, that is s— 1. 
So we consider all possible permutations in which s « - l ,
j»l+ l+(rm -q)/2
and k-n-(q+rm )/2.
If r>0 then the order is given by
* 21+2k+l+rm
since rmSm>q>0, which is greater than q-1 for all l,k,r>0. If r<0 then the order is given
by
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2j+2n-l+rm
since rm<-m<-q<0, which is greater than q-1 for all j,n,-r>0. However if r=0 then the 
order is given by
2j+2k-l+q
giving the lowest order element Z j^2' 1 z2<)/2 and we have the first result from the 
proposition.
When m=q, the cases of interest are when r= - l and s— 1. When s - - l  the results 
obtained above hold (noting also that r= -l from the second case gives another low order
term z ^ ' 1). A similar arguement in which r= -l gives the third and final low order term 
^ q /2 - l^ q /2
When one of m and q is odd and the other is even, we get results similar to those 
above just doubling the odd one. This is because rm+sq must be even, so the odd one of 
m and q must always have an even coefficient.
If both m and q are odd the proof becomes more complex since the coefficients r 
and s must both be odd or both be even and thus we do not always expect to see the 
lowest order term we would hope to find.
In order to tackle these problems we divide the proof into finer subcases, whose 
boundaries arc the solutions of sq-rm=0 and rm +sq--2. Fortunately we need only 
consider r and s between -2 and 2, since there is always an clement with order 2q-l or 
2m -l. Thus the critical boundary values arc 2q=m, q=m, q-2m, q-m -2, q-m+2 (there 
are others but crossing them docs not effect the form of the lowest order clement). 
Simple calculations within each particular region, for the range of values of r and s 
between -2 and 2, gives a set of terms from which it is easy to pick the ones with lowest 
order and these are the last results left in the table, 
v
All that is left to consider now is the lowest order term which contains only one of 
Z] and z2, this is important in studying the stability of the solution branch whose
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symmetry group is Zc(^m^ c,X'll/c) which fixes zj=z, Z2=0.
Clearly the low order terms which have already been derived will not be seen 
since these arc forced by the symmetry group to be zero, so we need to find higher order 
terms which do not vanish.
Returning to the equivariant calulations from the start of the proof we need to 
solve the simultaneous equations, in which k=n=0, i.e.
Since we know that the highest common factor of m and q is c then we have that r and s 
must be of the form
These give terms like and zj,+1+l<lm/ cZjl, the lowest order of which
is when j«0, t» - l  and is Zi‘lm/C' 1.
6.6.3 Stability and branching information.
Now that we have seen what the general form of a DmxZi( cquivariant map is we 
can go on to investigate the branching directions and stability of the periodic solutions 
which exhibit the various symmctics shown to exist. From propsition 6.6.2.1 f has the 
form:-
where k, I and n arc described in the proposition and R is a function with lowest order
or
and
j —1=1 mod m 
j —1= 1 mod q. 
l+rm=l+sq.
Thus we need to find an r and s for which
rm=sq.
r=tq/c, s=tm/c.
' F( z, , Zj ) -
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terms k+l+n+1. Since the stability of a period q orbit of f is that of a fixed point of f<t we 
define G(zi,z2)=Ftl(zj,z2), G being DnxZq equivariant itself will be of the same form as F 
i.e.
and Pjji,, can be expressed as a function of a k)n.
We state now and prove later the stability criteria for the period q branches 
predicted by the corollary 6.3.5.
Lemma 6.6.3.1.
Assume K has a Taylor scries of the form
Let p = Pjvi'n' be the coefficient of the lowest order term of K in which
j'-k '-l'+n ' -  a, A 1,
let o - Pj'VT'n" t*1c coefficient of the lowest order term of K in which
j"+k''-l''-n" -  a2 * 1
and let |i -  P j-o ro  ** thc coefficient of the lowest order term of K in which
Under these assumptions thc stability of the periodic branches is determined by 
thc signs of thc terms in the table below:
G( Zj , Zj ) =
where
K(zj,Z2) = Pk|nz2kzj^2n+° ( zi.z2)
j " ' - r  -  a3 f  1.
i
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Isotropy Orbit 
subgroup representative
Branching Stability determining 
equation terms
Z2((k,1)) (z,z) 
Z2((ic,1))*Z2*
g(l zl2J Z|2)Z+K(Z,Z) = Z R efg^+g,^)
Rc((gNt+gN2)«a2zr+n"+1^ "+k")
Rc(gN,-gN2)
Rc((gNj-gM2)pa1zl'+n'+1zi'+k')
Z j id c ,^ 2)) (z,-z) g(l zl2,l zl2)z+K(z,-z)=z Re(gNj+gN2)
( - l)k"+n"Re((gN +gN2)«a2zl"+n"+1zi"+k")
Rc(8N,-gN2)
(-1 )k'+n'Re((gNi -gN2)pa jzl'-w’+ljj+k')
^ ( ( kC.D) (z,e2ra/mz) g(l zl2,l zl2)z+K(z,e2m/mz)=z Re(gNj+gN2)
Z2((tcC,l))xZ2* Re(g|Mi+gN2)t»n "k da2z’ +n +1z> +k 
Rc(gN,-gN2>
Re(gN t - g|si2) o ” *k pa, zl+n+1zi+k'
Zc((Cn/c.T <*/c) (z,0) 
where
g(l zl2,0)z+K(z,0)-z Rc(gN,)
Rc(gNi)fta3zr '+,zi'"
Proof
We first recall from theorem 6.5.4 that a fixed point x0 of a map G is 
asymptotically orbitally stable if the eigenvalues of (dG),o not forced by the symmetry 
lie within the unit circle. The branches of solutions predicted by corollary 6.3.5 all lie 
within a two dimensional fixed point space and as such the map dG is restricted to having
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two, two dimensional subspaces invariant subspaces, namely Fix(I) on which I  acts
trivially and an invariant complimentary subspacc W. Thus of the four eigenvalues of
dG, two come from (dG) I Fix(Z) and the other two come from (dG), I W.Ao *o
To go further it is convenient to write G in coordinates
(a) Zj « g ( lz j l2, \z1 \1 )zx +K (zj,z2 )
(b) Z j -  g( I *212.1 zi I2 >22 + K( 22’zl )•
In these coordinates dG takes the form
W1 ZU.,W1 +Zi;.,Wl +Z U 2W2 +Z! ^ w2-----1 Z2^1Wl +Z2 ; 7 l +Z2 ^ W2 +Z2; / 2
Since the invariant subspaces are both of dimension two we use the fact that an IR 
linear map from C = IR2 has the form
w —*aw+Pw
for a,pe <C. Furthermore if M is a matrix equivalent ot this map then
Tr -  Trace(M) -  2Re(a), Det -  Det(M) = I a  I 2-  I PI 2 
and so using the results of lemma 1.2.3 we can calculate the stability determining terms 
of G for the predicted periodic orbit branches. We consider each isotropy subgroup 
seperately.
(i) Isotropy subgroup Z^fic.l)) or Z2((k,1))xZ2((£"/2,t<1/2)).
Here the two invariant subspaccs arc Fix(E)-{(w,w)} on which E acts trivially and 
W-{(w,-w)J on which £  acts as -I. The map (dg) I Fix(E) is given by
w i-» (dg)(w,w) -  (Zt Zi(z.z)+Z, ^(z,z))w + (Z1j )(z,z)+Z1j 2(z,z))w.
We have
Z, ^(z.z) " 8*,( I z I2.1 * I2 ) z  +  g( I z I2,1 z I2 ) + K^( z,z),
< Z, ^(z.z) -  g^( I z I2,1 z I2 )z + K.^( z,z ),
Zj,j^(z,z) -  g?i( I z I2,1 z I2 )z + Kj(( z,z),
-  g^f I z I2,1 z I2 )z + K^( z,z).
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Furthermore letting I z; l2=Nj we have
8Zj "  gN,Nl,zl+8N2N2,zl “  8N zi 
8zi = 8ta,Nl,Ij+8N2N2,Z| “  SNjZi 
and using the fact that along the solution branches
g(l zl2J zl2)-l-K (z ,z)/z
Tr -  2Re(l+(gNj+gN2)l zl 2+(KZi(z,z)+KZ2(z,z)-K(z,z) /z)).
= 2+2Re(gNi+gN2)l z I 2+0(l zlk+,+"-1)
For stability we need Tr < 2, i.e. Rc(gNi+gN2) < 0 which gives the first entry from the 
table in 6.6.3.I. For the other stability determining term we need to calculate Det and we 
find
Det = I l+(gNi+gN2)l z I 2+(KZj(z,z)+K./2(z,z)-K(z,z) /z)I2
- 1 (gNi+gN2)z2+(K2i(z,z)+K.Z2(z,z)) I2.
■ 1 + 2Re((gNi+gN2>l z I2+(K/ i(z,z)+KZ2(z,z)-K(z,z) /z)) + I Sn +Sn^  z I4 
+ 2Re(gN +gN2)l z I2(k /)(z,z)+KZ2(z,z)-K(z,z) /z) + 1 KZj(z,z)+KZ2(z,z)-K(z,z) /z I2
~ (• 8n,+8n2|21 214 + 2Rc(8n ,+8n2)z2(Kzi(z'z)+Kz2(z'z)) + 1 Kjj(z,z)+Kj2(z,z) I2), 
or
Det -  (Tr—1) + 2Re(gNi+gN2)((k7j(z,z)+K.Z2(z,z)-K(z,z)/z)l z P-(K7j(z,z)+K.72(z,z))z2). 
For stability we need Tr < Dct+1, i.e.
0 < 2Re(gNi+gN2)((K/i(z,z)+KJ^ (z,z)-K(z,z)/z)l z P-(KZi(z,z)+K72(z,z))z2) 
so to find the stability detemtining term we must calculate the lowest order term to appear 
in the right hand side of the inequality. Since
K( Z1 . Zj ) -  ^  |3jk|n ¡¿ftZjZj •
j.U.n
we have
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(KZ] (z,z)+K7^ (z,z)- K(z,z)/z)l z P-(K.-U,z)+K^(z,z))z2
X M 4t-,-n-1)zjjc.l.n
l+n+4j+k
z
and hence the lowest order term on the right hand side of the inequality is
2Re(gNi+gN2)3a2zr+n"+,zi"+k" 
and we have the next entry in our table.
The map (dg) I W is given by
w I-» (dg)(w,-w) = (ZU i(z,z)-Z1^(z,z))w + (Z11i (z,z) -Z 1j2(z,z))w.
A calculation similar to that above yields
Tr = 2Re(l+(gNi-gN2)l z I 2+(KZi (z,z)-K Z2(z,z)-K (z,z) / z)).
= 2+2Re(gN)-gN2)l zl 2+0(l z|k+'+n-l)
For stability we need Tr < 2, i.e. Re(gNj-gN2) < 0 which gives the next entry from the 
table. For the other stability determining term we need to calculate Det, we find 
Det = 1 + 2Re((gNi-g N2)l z l2+(KZi(z,z)-KZ2(z,z)-K(z,z)/z)) + I g ^ - g ^ l 2) z I4
+ 2Re(gNj-g N2)l z |2(KZi(z,z)-K/2(z,z)-K (z,z)/zj + I KZi(z,z)-K /2(z,z)-K (z,z) / z I2
“ 0 8n ,+Sn2|21 z I4 + 2Rc(En ,-gN2)z2(KZ,(z' z)" K7.2(z-z)) + I K?i(z,z)-K 72(z,z) I2).
or
Det -  (Tr-1) + 2Re(gNi-gN2)((KZi(z,z)-KZ2(z,z)-K(z,z)/z)l z p-(K?j(z,z)-K^z.z'Dz2). 
For stability we need Tr < Det+1, i.c.
0 < 2Rc(gNi-g N2)((KZi(z,z)-KZ2(z,z)-R<!z,z!)/z)l z l2-(KZi(z,z)-KZ2(z,z))z2).
We have
(KZj(z,z)-K Z2(z,z)-R (z,z) / z)I z I2-(KZi(z,z)-K ?^ (z,z))z2 -
5 X .n ( i* -H n - l)
jA.l.n
l+n+tj+k
z z
and hence the lowest order term on the right hand side of the inequality is
2Re(gNi-gN2)pa1z1’+n'+1zi'+k'
and we have the final entry in our table for this isotropy subgroup.
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(ii) Isotropy subgroup Z2((ic,xq/2)).
Here the two invariant subspaces are Fix(E)»{(w,-w)} on which E acts trivially 
and W={(w,w)} on which E acts as -I. The map (dg) I Fix(E) is given by
w h* (dg)(w,-w) -  (Zt 7j(z,-z)-Z1 ^(z.-zjjw  + (Zl i i (z,-z)-Zl i j (z,-z))w.
We have
Zj 7j(z,-z) -  gZj( I z I2,1 z I2 )z + g( I z I2,1 z I2 ) + K,,^ z,-z ),
Zt ^(z .-z) -  g ^ i I z I2 I z I2 )z + z ,-z ),
Zi,z,(z.-z) -  gZj( I z I2,1 z I2 )z + z ,-z ),
Zj ^(z ,-z) -  g^f I z I2,1 z I2 )z + z,-z ).
Using the fact that along the solution branches
g(l zl2,l zl2)=l-K (z,-z)/z
Tr -  2Re(l+(gN +gN2)l z I 2+(KZi(z,- z)-K ^(z,-z)-K(z,-z) / z)).
= 2+2Re(gNi+gN2>l z I 2+0(l z|k+l+n"1)
For stability we need Tr < 2, i.e. Re(gNj+gN2) < 0 which gives the first entry for this 
isotropy subgroup. For the other stability determining term we need to calculate Det, we 
find it equals
(Tr-1) + 2Rc(gNi+gN2)((kZi(z,-z)-K/2(z,-z)-K(z,-zj/z)l z P-flt^fz.-zl-K ^iz.-zJJz2). 
For stability wc need Tr< Det+1, i.e.
0 < 2Re(gNi+gN2)((kZi(z,-z)-KZ2(z,-z)-K(z,-z)/z)l z \2-(K ^(z,-z)-K 7^ z ,- z ) )z 2} 
so to find the stability determining term wc must calculate the lowest order term to appear 
in the right hand side of the inequality. We have 
(KZi(z,-z)-KZ2(z,-z)-K(z,-z) /z)I z I2-(K?i(z,-z)-KZ2(z,-z))z2 =
j.k.I.n
l+n+4J+kz
and hence the lowest order term on the right hand side of the inequality is 
(-1 )k "+n"Re(gN +gN2)Oa2zr+n"+1zi"+k” 
and we have the next entry in our table.
The map (dg)l^ is given by
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w I-* (dg)(w,w) = (ZU j(z,-z)+Z1 ^(z.-zWw + (ZU i (z,-z)+Zli2 (z,-z))w.
Again we find
Tr = 2Re(l+(gNj-gN2)l z I 2+(KZj (z, - z)+K3,2(z, - z)-K (z, - z) / z)). 
-  2+2Re(gNi-gN2)l z I 2+0(l zlk+>+"-l)
For stability we need Tr < 2, i.e. Re(gNj - g ^ )  < 0 giving a further entry in the table. We 
next calculate Det to find it equals
and we have the last entry for this isotropy subgroup.
(iii) Isotropy subgroup or Z2((K^,l))xZ2((?n/2,T<l/2)).
Here the two invariant subspaccs arc Fix(£)«{(w,c2,ti/m w)} on which £  acts 
trivially and W»{(w,-c2,ti/mw)} on which £ acts as -I. The map (dg) I Fix(£) is given by 
w i-» (dg)(w,cuw) » (Zj / i (z,(oz)+coZj ^(z,(oz))w + (Zj^fz.tozHcJZj ^(z.cozjjw 
where o)-e2,tl/m. We have
(Tr-1) + 2Re(gNi-gN2)((KZi(z,-z)+KZ2(z,-z)-K(z,-z)/z)l z l2-(K.Zi(z,-z)+K72(z,-z))z2).
For stability we need Tr < Det+1, i.e.
We have
jjc jji
and hence the lowest order term on the right hand side of the inequality is
2 (-1 )k+nRe(gN i-gN2)f5a1 zl+n+1ii,+k‘
Zjyj(z,o)z) ■ gz ( I z I2,1 z I2 )z + g( I z I2, 1 z I2 ) + K, ( z.tuz ),
Z ,^ (z ,0)z) -  g ^ (  I z I2,1 z I2 )z + K^( z.tuz ),
Zi jj(z.w z) -  g ^ i  I z I2.1 z I2 )z + K j^ z.toz ),
Zj ^ (z.ooz) -  g7^ ( I z I2,1 z I2 )z + z.toz ).
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So
Tr = 2Re(l+(gN]+gN^ )l z I 2+(KZi(z,(oz)-koK12(z,cdz)-K(z,(oz) / z)). 
and Re(gNj+gN2) is again a stability determining term. For the other term we need to 
calculate Det which we calculate to be 
(Tr-1)+
2Re(gNi+gN2)((K/i(z,coz)+o)KZ2(z,(Dz)-K(z,o)z)/z)l z l2-(Kgi(z,coz)-H5Kz (z,a>z))z2). 
We need Tr< Det+1, i.e.
0 < 2Re(gNi+gN2)((K/i(z,wz)+wK/^ (z,wz)-K(z,(oz)/z)l z l2-(K.?i(z,a)z)-KDK^(z,uz))z2) 
A calculation gives
(Kz (z,coz)+a)K, (z,(oz)-K(zcoz)/z)l z l2-(K- (z,a>z)+(DK- (z,toz))z2 =
Zj Zj £ l  *2
s
n-k , i  a . i l+n+l j+k<*> PjklnO* - 1- " - 1)2 2
and hence the lowest order term on the right hand side of the inequality is 
2Re(gNi+gN2)d)n ' k da2zl +n +,z> +k .
The map (dg) I W is given by
w i-» (dg)(w,-tow) -  (Zj 7 (z,o)z)-a)Zjy (z,a)z))w + (Zj 7 (z,a>z)-c3Zj -t (z,coz))w.
We find
Tr -  2Rc(l+(gNi~gN2)l z 12+(KJ,i(z,a)z)-coK/^ (z,a>z)-K(z,a)z)/z)).
So for stability we need Tr < 2, i.e. Rc(gN] - g ^ )  < 0- For the other stability determining 
term we need to calculate Dct, we find
Dct -  (Tr-1) + 2Re(gN)-gN2)((K/ i(z,a)z)-ioK/2(z,o)z)-K(z,coz)/z)l z I2
-  (Kj,i (z,u)z)-c5K3t2(z,a)z))z2).
For stability we need
2Rc(gNi-gN2)((K7i(z,a)z)-a)K/2(z,a)z)-K(z,coz)/z)l z l2-(K7i(z,«z)-<DK?2(z,coz))z2). 
to be positive.
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(KZi(z>(Oz)-coKZ2(z,coz)-K(z,(oz) / z)I zl2-(K2i(z,ti)z)-c3Kj2(zt(Oz))z2 =
X"1 n -k - l+n+tj+k
and hence the lowest order term on the right hand side of the inequality is 
2Re(gN j -g N2)CDn' 'k'pa l zr+n'+1 z>'+k’ 
and we have the final entry in our table for this case.
(iv) The isotropy subgroup Zc((Cm/c.T"q/c).
Here the two invariant subspaces are Fix(Z)» {(w,0)} on which Z acts trivially and 
W={(0,w)} on which Z acts as multiplication by e~4n'/c . The map (dg) I Fix(Z) is given 
by
wi-> (dg)(w,0) = Zj Zi(z,z)w+Zj ?i(z,z)w.
We have
Zl 7.,(z’°) = 8Zj( I z I2, 0 )z + g( I z I2, 0 )  + KZj( z,0),
Zl.z,(z-°) “ 8/.,( I z I2. 0 )z + Kjt( z,0),
hence
Tr -  2Re(l+gN]| z I 2+(KZi(z,0)-K(z,0)/z)).
-  2+2Re(gNj)l zl 2+0(l z|k+l+n' 1)
For stability we need Tr < 2, i.c. Rc(gN)) < 0. For the other stability determining term we 
need to calculate Det, we find
Dct -  (Tr-1) + 2Rc(gNi)((KZi(z,0)-K(z,0)/z)l z l2- i ^ 0 ) z 2).
For stability we need Tr < Dct+1, i.e.
0 < 2Re(gN))((KZi(z,0)-K(z,0)/z)l z l2- i ^ O ) z 2)
so to find the stability determining term we must calculate the lowest order term to appear
1
in the right hand side of the inequality, we find
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(K (z,0)-K(z,0)/z)l z l2-K , (z,0)z2 =
*1 *1
XPjo.oO-1-1^
jJ
and hence the lowest order term on the right hand side of the inequality is
2Re(gNi)|Ia3zr+1zi"' 
and we have the next entry in our table.
The map (dg) I W is given by
w w  (dg)(0,w) = (Zt ^(z,0))w + Zj ^(z,0))w.
A calculation shows
T r-2R e((gN2) l z l2+KZ2(z,0))
so for I z I small this always satisfies -2  < Tr < 2. Furthermore find 
Det -  2Re(gN2)(K/2(z,0)l z l2-K^lz/T))z2j.
For stability we need -1-Det < Tr < Dct+1 but for I z I small this is always the case.
Hence it remains only to discuss what these stability determining terms actually 
are. It is not always true that they are the lowest order terms in K derived in proposition 
6.6.2.I. However using similar calculations to those in the proof of the proposition and 
noting that DnxZq equivariance means that
j+k-l-n ■ 1 mod q 
and j-k-l+n ■ 1 mod m
we can say something about their form.
Since zl+n+1z»+k equals I z |20+k)z|+n+l-j-k or | z pO+n+O^j+k-l-n-l thcn the 
stability determining terms will always be of the form azsq for some a£<C, seZ. This 
implies that the solution space splits up into 2sq sectors in which solutions arc alternately 
stable and unstable. In any specific case it will be easy to compute the precise form of
•I
these stability determining terms but in general this is as exact as it is possible to be.
To calculate the branching directions we note that along the solution branches
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l-g(l z l2J z l2,X)+K(z,z,X)/z = 0 
l-g(l z I2,1 z l2,X.)+K(z,-z,X.)/z = 0 
1 —g(l z l2,l z l2,X)+K(z,coz,X.)/z * 0 
l-g(l z l2,0,X)+K(z,0,X)/z = 0
for the cases (i)-(iv) respectively. Furthermore, given the way g is defined it is clear to 
see g(0,0,0)=(df9)000=e2,tiP‘l/ ‘l=l and so the lowest order terms in the Taylor expansion 
along the solution branches are
gNl(0,0,0)l z l2+gN2(0,0,0)1 z l2+gx(0,0,0)A. = 0
for cases (i)-(iii) and
gNl(0,0,0)l z l2+gx(0,0,0)X = 0
for (iv).
Hence branching directions are given by
* = -(gN,(0.0,0)l Z |2+gN2(0,0,0)1 z P)/gx(0,0,0)
for case (i)-(iii) and
for (iv).
*•= -(gNl(0,0,0)lzl2)/gx(0.0,0)
6.7 Further Areas of interest.
This is by no means a complete classification of bifurcations of maps with 
symmetry. We mentioned briefly in chapter one the problems associated with strong 
resonance and how some of the dynamics can be observed by using the technique of 
vector field approximation. Bridges (1991) has used a Liapunov Schmidt type reduction 
to study strong resonance in higher dimensions and this approach could be extended to 
the study of strong resonance in maps with symmetry. This thesis has concerntratcd on 
bifurcations from fixed points and has not even touched upon the possibilities of further 
bifurcations from periodic orbits and invariant circles, Krupa and Roberts [19911 have
1 2 5
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looked at bifurcations from invariant circles and using their ideas in combination with the 
Liapunov Schmidt type reduction in theorem 6.3.1 I believe it would be possible to get 
some useful results about bifurcations from periodic orbits. I am sure this thesis has 
merely touched the surface of a very rich source of possible further research.
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